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EVACUEE ADJUSTMENTS IN THE TULE LAKE PROJECT
Problem: What was the nature of the restrictions upon personal
freedom and the threats to personal security felt by the
evacuees of the Tule Lake Center, and how did they attempt
to maintain personal and social organization under these
conditions?
I. What were the conditions which the evacuees interpreted as a
threat to their collective life?
A. What were the historical experiences of evacuees prior to the
period of the relocation center which influenced the evacuees's
interpretation of the restrictions in the relocation center?
B. How did the evacuees define the attacks and threats from the
Caucasian world?
C. What were the new problems of the evacuee community, in terms
of (a) the main lines of cleavage, and (b) the process of community growth, that were conceived to threaten "their collective
lives.
II. How did these restrictions affect the main channels of community life?
A. Familial activities.
B. Economic
C. Political
D. Religious
E. Social-Recreational
P. Educational
III. Through what collective means did the evacuees attempt to cope
with these restrictive conditions?
A. How did the evacuees arrive at their definitions of situati onsi?
1. The modes o<ft communication influencing the formation of
definitions.
2. Their statements of the problems, the possibilities expressed,
and the process of selecting goals of collective action.
B. How was collective action organized for release, for protection,
andr for control?
1. What types of collective action groups formed, and under
what conditions? 'What determined the alignments?
2. What were the roles of "agitators", "inus", leaders, followers, advisors, etc.?
IV. What were some of the typical careers of experience of evacuees
in their effort to maintain personal organization?
A. How did individual evacuees rationalize, suialimate, objectify,
and suppress his desires of expression to adjust to the conditions of the center.
B. What were the different means used by various individuals to
adjust to similar conditions?

THE V.'.R.A. ADI-X.iISTRATIVE ORGANIZATION OF
THE TULE LAI IE RELOCATION CENTER

A. THE ADMITISTRATIYE PLAN AND THE APPOINTED PERSC3EL
T he 0rg anization Chart and_Functional Plan
Robert Redfield sajrs of the relocation centers, "Nothing quite
like these communities has ever appeared "before in the history of
America,"!./

In attempting to find some suitable comparison of these

communities to more fa liliar aspects of our society, he comments
upon their suggestiveness of an Arnny camp, an Indian reservation,
an

.A. camp of the Department of Agriculture, and an internment

camp, but he also finds that the relocation center is different from
each of these.

If the communities are unique, the form of their ad-

ministration is also unicue being euite unlike the usual forms of
city or town government.
The peculiar form of the relocation center administration was
prescribed by the conditions arising from the evacuation, ana it is
therefore desirable to consider those conditions which especially
determined the choice of administration organization.

First, from

the government standpoint the people involved, persons of Japanese
ancestry,were a suspected group but not a condemned group, and, in
fact, lerre sections of the population were believed to be innocent
of any basis for suspicion.

There was therefore an obligation to see
and

that a minimum o-f coercion be applied /that the dislocations of evacuation create the minimum of hardship.

Voluntary movement had been

1/ Robert Redfield, "The Japanese Americans," in American
Society jm Wartime, edited by William F. Ofeburn. pp. 151*^7 "
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.initially permitted, but t1 is had proved a failure due to the unpreparedness of the evacuees to voluntarily migrate and the unwillingness of interior states to accept them.

The relocation centers were

therefore created to provide the evacuees with a point of relocation;
they we.^e meant to be normal communities to the extent possible, and
"ere not conceived as internment or concentration camps.

-econc1, the

evacuation was an emergency measure renuirinr hurried establishment
of these communities of relocation for the evacuees.

The Array, who

was ri^en the task of constructing the physical aspects, used familiar Army camp desi gns, and planned the co imrnities only for tnmpo"ary occupation.

I'oreover, the communities we re populated as rapidly

as they "ere constructed, and there 'as no time for the rradual evolution of those traditional features whic1" mark the normal, outside
communities.

Third, the centers "ere under government authority,

and many features of community life which normally appear under conditions of "ree enterprise could not be permittee "/ith in the relocation centers,

""or example, no center resident could en'; a ge in pri-

vate business, and all residents therefore could gain employment
only throu

v

the supervising agency.

Because the population was a

suspected group TOT whom the bulk of the American public felt little
sympathy, the government could not permit high wages to the evacuees.
Without an adequate economy, this population was dependent for its
subsistence—food, clothinr, medical care, education, etc.—up,on
the Government, and the supervising agency required the administrative organization to provide the community with these subsistence
items.
These and other pre-conditions of the relocation center predicated V - t the VJar Relocation Authority, the agency authorized to
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administer the centers, be so organized that it could provide for
the employment, housing, feeding, medical care and education of large
communities of people.

It may readily be seen that for this purpose

the hi :hly 'centralized and systematized type of administration found
in Axmy camps is most suitable, and this was. the form selected, but
the organization required adaptation to meet the needs of a civilian populr tion composed of families of young rnd olr" of both sexes.
Chert T.shows the organizational plan of the Tule Lake Project
whioh '7as followed, substantially without alteration, from its firs'"
days in Hay 1942.

Executive authority and responsibility rested

'•'ith the Office of the Project Director, mediated by the Office of
the Assistant Project Director.

Immediately

n

elow the executive

offices, the primary functions of the community were served

the

"Divisions", such as the administrative, employment end housing,
transportation and supplies, anc. community

-ervices divisions; end

the Divisions were in turn sub-divided into their minor departments
renown as "Sections", such as the community activities (recreation),
education, social welfare, nursery schools and. civic organization
sections within the Community Services Division.

The line of au-

thority descended from the Project Director, through the Assistant
Project Director ^"here authority

,r

as delegated to the latter, to

the Division Chiefs, and from the latter through the Section Supervisors to the people of the community.

It "as possible "or problems*

arising among the people or the lower offices which could not he
dealt with adequately by the immediately superior office to be referred directly to one of the higher offices or to the executive office itself, but where matters fell within the clearly defined "unc-
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tions of the Divisions or Sections, the understanding was that they
should be brought up through the proper organizational channels.
The pro; ect administration was not autonomous but v;as directly
responsible to the national offices of the T"'ar Relocation Authority
in Washington, D.C., the departments of which duplicated with but
minor differences the departments at the project level.

During the

early months of the '.H.A., there existed an intermediate level,
similarly organized, known as the Regional Office of the

V ' .A. in

San Francisco, and the hierarchy of authority as well as the channel
of communication descended from the national through the regional
to the project office, or vice versa* in the ascending line.

The

Regional Office, however, was discontinued in early December 1942,
because of the complications involved in communicating through an
intermediate office, and only a field office with a small staff was
left in San Francisco.

After December 1942, administrative communi-

cation was made directly between the Washington office and the projects, andvthe project division chiefs and section supervisors addressed their 'Washington correspondence to their parallel offices
at the national level although generally it was first required to
cross the desk of the Project Director.

On the whole, it may be

said that the W.R.A., as a federal agency, attempted to practice
"good government procedure", by which, presumably, was meant an adherence to lines of authority while allowing flexibility at the
sound discretion of the administrators.
The clearest account of the administrative structure of the
Tule Lake Project is that presented in Project Instruction

?T

o. 29,

"Functional Organization of the Tule Lake Relocation Center," dated
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I,larch 4, 19§3, which was both a description of the then operative
administrative organization as well as a clarification and elaboration of it.

This instruction undoubtedly was written h r with the

approval of, if not by, Harvey M. Coverley who was then the Project
Direcotr and was known to be a "stickler" for careful functional
planning of the administrative organization and of strict adherence
to the defined lines of authority.

No such emphasi? upon strict

adherence to the defined organization

,;r

as evident in the adminis-

tration of his predecessor, Elmer L. Shirrell, who was rather inclined to disregard preper procedural channels when the personnel
or the "red tape" involved interfered with the immediate disposition of administrative duties.

While the general plan of adminis-

trative organization was essentially the same under both men, the
administrative policies and practices differed according to their
respective administrative philosophy and temperament and a certain
amount of comparison of the two administrations will therefore be
made in describing the organization of the Tule Lake Project.
Referring to the executive offices of the Project Director and
the Assistant Project Director, Instruction No. 29 defines their
respective functions as:
Functions of the Project Director
A. Responsible to the Director (national) for carrying out
the functions of the War Relocation Authority on the project in accordance with prescribed policies and procedures.
B. To organize, train and administer a staff of personnel to
assist him an accomplishing the foregoing.
C. To direct personally the following
delegated thereto:
1. Agriculture
4.
2. Community Services
5.
3. Consumer Enterprises
6.

Divisions and all functions
Employment
Office of Project Reports
Project Attorney
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Functions of the Assistant Project Director
A. Responsible to the Project Director for assigned functions
and to serve as acting Project Director during the absence
of the Project Director.
B. Supervise activities of the following divisions:
1. Administrative.
Internal Security
3. Public Works
4. Transportation and Supply
fgfi*
5. Industrial Division {Tent Factory and Funriture Factory.
C. 'forking in close collaboration with the Project Director,
the Assistant Project Director assists in coordinating
divisional responsibilities in order to insure unity of
action and harmonious working relationships between divisions.!/
It is hardly worth while recording these dry details, except
that in the Shirrell administration the separation of supervisory
authority over the division^ chiefs between the Project Director
and his Assistant was much less clearly defined.

"here Coverley

delegated considerable responsibility and authority to the Assistant
(Director,
Projector, J, 0. Hayes, but ->. S' irrell gave much less authority
to T r. Hayes.

In part this was because Mr. Shirrell did not fully

trust Hayefe' judgement and turned rather toward rome of his division
chiefs for assistance and advice, but it was also because of his
desire to maintain contact with all branches of the project.

'ence,

Shirrell supervised all the divisions 'himself; every Division Chief,
Section Head, and even the evacuees with tmfeiness, had ready access
to him; and Hayes was delegated most of the routine duties of the
executive offices.
Kr. Shirrell is a man easily typed because of the definiteness
of hie characteristics.

In his philosophy, he"might be described

as a pragmatist, especially in his educational views and his emphasis
upon the value of the individual personality; in his personality, he

the

1/ Project Instruction No. 29, "Functional Or anization of
ule Lake Relocation Center," March 4, 1943. pp. 2-3.

_1
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imp -1 ient, direct,
is.an informal, sociable, energetic,/experimental, enthusiastic and
his
fundamentally honest man. Vfhlie/language and talk were filled with
observations which suggested a "hard-boiled" realism, this belied
his basic tender-heartedness that restrained him from hurting others .
unless absolutely required to do so, and an impulsive and optimistic
t ha t so me t ime s
trend/submerged any doubts raised by the practical situation. In
many respects, Shirrell's strong points were the other facade of
his weaknesses, and the latter were serioussenough in the eyes of
his ruperior officers to cause his removal as project director.
The two main criticisms of Shirr ell ' s administration - rare
(1) that he was a poor administrator in the sense of fail i n t o
conform to prescribed regulations, and (8) that he lacked discipline
over his staff and particularly over the evacuees. rith regard to
occasional
the first, the case may be illustrated by his /re^uent deviation
from a principle held by those trained in government service, that
the administrator must be made to fit the position, rather than the
particular job be fitted to the administrator.

Billifmeier indicates

that:
"In several instances, Mr. Shirrell had adjusted the functions of certain positions according to the abilities and cuali< floations of the individual holdinr the position. To illustrate this process th'e following example might be cited. Frank
Smith is Chief of the Division of Housing and Employment.
Labor relations clearly fall within the jurisdiction of his
position, but he knew nothing about labor porblems. Recognizing this'fact, Mr. Shirrell rave increasing responsibility in
this field to Don Elberson, then Assistant Chief of Consumer
Enterprises, who had training and experience in labor relations."
Mr, Shirrell upon occasion deviated from correct procedure
al practices and called upon individuals' in his staff .for advice when it was necessary, irrespective of the position of the
individual. He relied heavily, for example, upon the advice
of the .i5ci.'-.ir?.vmity extremely able Paul Fleming. On the other
•v~nd. Mr. Coverley has relied for advice upon J. 0. Hayes by
1 ' Eilli-meier, "Registration Report," p. 96.
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virtue of his position as Assistant Project Director,
re is doing the administratively correct thing, 1 /

Thus

There were advantages as well as disadvantages in this practice.

By assi line functions to those aen most capable of serving

those tasks,

r

"hether or not their formal classification justified

their use in such positions, Shirrell was ahie to

ain the assist-

ance of persons who were most helpful to him' and most congenial to
•is policies.

On the other hand, the burden of responsibility was

heavy on the shoulders of s relative!;

"ew men.

lb re important, the

practice tended to confuse the responsibilities of given positions,
increase overlapping of functions, and add to the difficulties of
holding the staff members responsible for their special duties.
On the whole, Ihirrell pr oved himself a ran strong on general
was
ideas and purposes "or improving, the project, but/often impatient
and sometimes inattentive 638 the details of the means
those ends.

;1

or achieving

His f"cile mind evolved innumerable pl°ns "or improv-

ing the conditions of life in the center community; and V- dint of
sheer personal energy and enthusiasm, ' e pus' ed programs along which
seemed impossible of aoeomplishment.

In the fall '-tenths of 1"' '-.2,

he "'.ad in progress at the same time rnc"' devious nag or pro; rams as:
the construction of a tent factory, community-built tTeater, high
and
school build in;..s, /conmunity church; the institution of a Junior college and university correspondence courses including such fields as
nursei- training , bakery, fire control, stenography, accounting, -mathematics, auto mechanics, farming, and education; the farm program;
and the furniture factory.

Tule Lake was successful in operating the

largest f a n program of any of the centers, end produced school furnl
1/ dilligmeier, 0£. cite, p. 96.
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for the other projects, hut much of its construction and its educational programs net with failure due to the tes indifference of the
evacuees, the lack of materials and eouipments, and other insurmountable harriers.

T T

' hile man- of these programs failed of accomplish-

ment, insofar as they -ere attempted, they kept a sizeable force
of workers occupied.

Three Uisei evacuees who transferred from the

Tule Lake'Project to Minidoka independently offeree the same view
in comparing the two centers:
"It's not as interesting at Minidoka. There isn't as much
activity going on here, and the people seem kind of dead."l/
ohirrell was deeply imbued with the view that every person
should be allowed opportunities to develops his initiative and capacity to the fullest degree, and his administrative policies were
largely shaped on the basis of this philosophy.
Shirrell1s correspondence file shows that he was occasionally
censured by others for poor or incorrect administrative procedure.
Two examples may be cited, the first of which concerned the routing
of mail in the administrative offices during the early days of his
administration.

The head of the mail and files section of the Re-

gional Office comments:
On July 23 (1942), I arrived at the Tule Lake Project ot assist
the establishment of a mail and files procedure that would
conform to that used in the Regional Office.
The main difficulty at Tule Lake seemed to be the routing of
incoming mail. I found that all of the mail w&^sent to the
Pro 1ect Director for his review, then to the Administrative
Office^ an ^ after they had finished it was distributed >,o
the various divisions. This delayed the delivery of the mail
to the pertinent divisions and was causing considerable contusion in the office.
Tele-rams "ere being received on f e postal printer, five copies
made and delivered to the Project Director's desk for routing.
1/ Miyamoto Notes, April 12, 194-3.
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Since tills s s t e m did not seem to b • working to the satisfaction of all concerned in. the office, it was agreed that they
should be indexed with the original routed to the proper division or section for handling, and one .copy made for t le
Project Director's infromation.
During a discussion with Mr. Shirrell and Mr. Niesse, we agreed
on the proposed indexing of mail and routing to the division
or section according to the subject matter, eliminating the
prior review by several people.1/
The second example concerned the g-egfsonall personnel efficiency
ratings made by Mr. Shirrell of members of his staff prior to his
departure from the Project, which ratings Mr. Coverley considered
inaccurate.

Mr. Coverley virote asking for new ratings.

Ma^r i point out that under the government efficiency
rating system, work that is thoroughly competent in all respects
but is not outstanding should be rated "rood". Work tnat is
e^oe'tionallv meritorious e id shows ability far above the average should be rated "very good". Only the most unusual and
outstanding persons should receive the rating "excellent .
Ordinarily not more than one or two-percent of an or anization will' receive this rating. By far the largest majority oi
personnel should be found in the "good" classification. I am
mentioning this only because the ratings you have submitted
for Messrs. Fleming, M. C. Cook, Kendall Smith J. . -ook,
Jacobv Slatterv, Conner, Young'and Hayes are all "excellent .
Some of these ratings will have to be changed, as the rules
require that to be "excellent" all underlined elements must
bp marked plus and no element marked minus. In the case oi
Mr. Conner, for example, many of the underlined elements are
not marked with a plus.2/
Shirrell, who is very much an individualist, "cut red tape" frequently, probably much more than is usual in government practice.
He chafed at the existence of the He ional Office which circumvented direct communication with the national office, and there are some
suggestions thet he incurred the enmity of some of the regional officers because of a tendency to sidetrack their authority.
ofz-nni^reB^

Because

system, he himself admitted

he was not a "good government man".
~
1/ Memorandum, Helen ?. Collins,
Duncan Mills. September 1, 1942.

r

ead, Mail and Files, to
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The other main criticism directed at Shirrell was his failure
to discipline either his own staff or the evacuees.

A Division Chief

although an admirer of Mr. Shirrell and a sympathizer of his point
of view, nevertheless felt that criticism of this failing was justified.

Sakoda reports this staff officer's comments:

Shirrell had been replcaed with Coverley because the
higher authorities did not like ShirrellTs administrative policy. It "fas Shirrell's habit not to fire an incompetent person
on the staff, but turn over his more difficult tasks to some
other department. Elberson was practically a "utility man"
and was asked by Shirrell to work in the Placement Office
(because Pagan could not do the work), to be head of the block
managers, and be the labor relations man. Coverley was sent
because he was a good administrator. He made it definite to
the personnel staff that each person was goin- to be required
to carry out the functions attached to his position, and if he
were not capehie of carrying out those functions, he was going
to be removed from office, it was unfortunate that he came at
a time of crisis (the registration), since this method of organization was not suited to meet emergencies, although it would
probably have been 8 better than Shirrell's in notf^ral times.1/
More embittered than anjr criticism of his failure to discipline his staff members, however, was the criticism of his failure
to discipline and eliminate the undesirable elements of the evacuee
population.

Assistant Field Director Cozzens who held a low esti-

mate of the Shirrell administration voiced this opinion at the
time of the registration crisis, holding him responsible for the
basis of the registration difficulties, and thud defending his

The Tule Lake problem is one which has really baffled
everyone. The Condition there asrd the refusal to register,
preceded the registration period. From observation, it is my
belief that there are a number of groups of disloyal peorile
within the center proper. These groups, throu h the management prior to January 1 (under Shirrell), had an opportunity
to grow and propper.S/
Among the appointed personnel on

the project, those who cri-

~~ A 7 Sakoda Journal, April 19, 1943.
Zj Letter, Cozzens to liyer, March 10, 1943.
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ticized him for this failing and those who ¿xo: defendedXhim could
be distinguished by the degree of their sympathy for the evacuees.
Those who agreed with Shirr ell -in his policy of giving latitude to
the evacuees in developing their interests with a minimum of interdisdainfully
ference from the administration were/called "the sociologists" by
the other .group, frequently a ruite vocal one, who were generally
of the opinion, thrt the evacuees did not deserve as much unlimited
freedom as they received.

One expression of this view of the latter

group is the following:
From the onset, it was apparent that no firm policy of
discipline was to be inaugurated. In the eight months of opera
tion of the Project before I left I was never aware of any actual punishment, altho "suspended" sentences were handed out
freely. I am a firm believer in a fair but strict system
of discipline. This type, I feel, protects the individual in
the community who is making a sincere effort to fit into a cooperative pro ;ram. Lack of fair punishment for even minor infractions such as theft, insubordination, and deliberate neglect in care of property gives tacit consent of the administration to a continuance of such practices. He thus failed to
"back" the better elemen ts of that community, .-hat could be
expected other than a marked decline in morale? I have many
expressions from the leaders of the Japanese, some in writing,
re": the above. Here a -ain a distinction must be made between
liberty and license.!/
In reply to this letter, Dillon Myer wrote:
Your first point regarding lack of discipline is one that
I am afraid is all too true, and it is something we could not
immediately sense from this distance, but it become more and
more evident as months went on. It was, of course, a major
factor in the change of directors at Tule Lake. Vie have^also
been remiss In not having some top internal security officers
at Whe Washington level who could follow up more closely on
matters of this kind. 2/
.ntago- ism to Shirrell was cocentrated in a certain group that
had been consistently opposed to Shirrell's lax discipline throughout his presence at the Project.

During the latter's directorship

jT"Tetter, A. B. Carson to Myer, (No date riven)
2/ Letter, Myer to A. B. Carson, April 3, 1945.
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this group, composed of people like Ralph Peck, Chief Steward, In•Ebony O'Brien, Project Attorney, and J. D. Cook, Project

;

eports

Officer, continually murmured a -ainst the Director's policy but
feared to verbalize their views too openly, but after his departure,
they "?ere openly critical of the conditions which had eristefi trior
to Ooverley's arrival as Project Director.

Peck, who was probably

the most antagonistic to the evacuees, remarked at the time of the
registration difficulties.
T don't see how that guy Shirrell can sleep nights. He
used to stand there in front of us and tell us that 90 per• cent of these people are loyal. Well, this is showing us what
100 percent Americans they are. Now they can't hide behind
Shirrell. There is just a handful of people here who are all
right and another handful who are already contaminated, but
could be saved if they were separated. The rest are rotten.1/
In the national office of the W.R.A. it was customary, about
the spring of 1943, to speak of Harry Stafford at the Tinidoka Project as the best project director and to contrast his administrative

-olicies with those of Shirrell.

Project Attorney O'Brien
of all

was of the opinion that Stafford "is by ''ar the most capable'project directors" and he often attacked Shirrell for not maintaining
a similarly firm hand over the Tule Lake evacuees.

John Province,

national Division Chief of Community Services, in expressing favor
of the Stafford administration, declared:
: r. Stafford, I think, is the best of our project directors.
le 'as a very interesting theory about his personnel. TIe divides them into those whom he cal" s the "sociologists",
who trv to understand the evacuees, and those whom he calls
the "economists", who may have less understanding of the evaucees
tban the former but have a sounder knowledge of administrative
organization, ifr. Stafford sees his own function as that of
balancing one view with the other. I think he has a sound
picture of his problem. Mr. Shirrell failed in not seeing this
administrative situation clearly.?/
-pr " ~r~Ti meier, 0£. c it. , p. 106.
2/ Miyamoto Notes, April 16, 1943.
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TT

r. Shirrell, it should be said that trie

.H.A.

i. l exclusive stress upon the administration and

especially the project director as tie chief influence determining
the effectiveness of a project completely overlooks other factors
vhich - 'ere no less significant aspects of the project situation.
The difficulties of an administration were £ rest or small according
to the size of the project, the bad- -round of its evac^uee population, the maturity of W„H.A. policies at the time of the project
opening, the attitudes of the public in the surrounding area, and
the ability of high administrative officers in certain key positions.
That stricter discipline would have proved the correct antidote for
the unrest at Tule Lake is hardly proved by the cases of Poston and
Manzanar where the imprisonment of trouble-makers immediately led
to outbreaks of riot proportions.

"Sven if it be said that adminis-

trative control increased after these outbreaks had been duelled,
there was a loss, particularly at Manzanar, in the increased hostility of the evacuees to the administration.and the Government.

It is

certainly hazardous speculation to assume that had Mr-. Stafford been
project director at Tule Lake he would have been more successful scfc:
than Mr. Shirrell; it might as readily be said that had Mr. Shirrell^
been project director at Minidoka, with the more tractable population of that project as contrasted to Tule Lake, that he would have
succeeded even better than Mr. Stafford.
Criticism of Mr. Shirrell for his poor organizational policy
seems, on the whole justified, but if this fault appeared egregious,
it seems not unlikely that the Shortcoming was emphasized
circumstances under which he administered.

by the

His unwillingness to ap-
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ply strict discipline to either the appointed personnel or the evacuees was a phase of the same weakness in Mr. Shirrell as an administrator, his too ready willingness to absolve the faults of others,
but the strong personal loyalty and respect which he received from
several of his most capable administrative officers and a large
number of evacuees suggests that this shortcoming was related to
other characteristics which drew the admiration of others,
Mr. Harvey M. Coverley arrived at the Tule Lake Project in late
December 194?, following the close of the Regional V/.R.A. Office whese
he had been the division chief of community services.

In personality

and as an administrator, itr. Coverley was in many respects a direct
contrast of Mr. Shirrell.

If the latter had been too flexible in
former

his administrative policies, the/lafrti-r, it might be said, was too
inflexible.

If Mr. Shirrell was a relativist, Mr. CoveMey was an

absolutist.

The latter's correspondence even from the time of his

duties in the Regional Office reveals a deep concern with adherence
to prescribed rules of administration, a proclivity for order and
regularity.

A more formal, reserved efficient
and less sociable person than

Mr. Shirrell, Mr. Coverley showed more/administrative ability within a narrower field of activity than did Shirrell, but he accomplished this at at the expense of the
evacuees.

;ood

Tr

ill of his staff and the

For instance, because of the difficulties of access to

Mr. Coverley, except by appointment, his strong emphasis upon adherence to lines of authority, and his somewhat formal mannerisms, so le
of the wits among the staff took to saluting him with a "Heil, Coverley," behind his back.

It may be surmised that because o f the talk'
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Shirrell's"mist£kes" as director at the Tule Lake Project,

Mr. Coverley nay have made a spec la1 effort not to repeat those mistakes.
An account of lir. Coverley' s position at Tule Lake and a comparison of his administration to that of Mr. Shirrell, is given by Billigmeier who was familiar with the administrative personnel.
Harvey Coverlejr, the project director of Tule Lake, came
to the project in late December. Since his arrival here he fias
lead a secluded personal life which stands in sharp contrast
to that of Elmer Shirrell., who was project director before him.
While at Tule Lake, Mr. Shirrell developed a number of friendships and a substantial portion of his staff develpped a strong
personal loyalty to him. In contrast, Mr. Coverley has shown
no apparent desire to establish friendships among the Caucasians
working with him. The comment of Paul Fleming upon meeting
Coverley, though brief, implies a great deal. Fleming. upon
meeting'Coverley "I do not think," he remarked drily, "that
we'll be calling Jr. Coverley, 'Harvey.'" That comment is particularly significant for it characterizes the relations, personal and administrative which exist between Coverley and the
members of his staff.
hen Mr. Coverley assumed the directorship of the relocation center, certain marked changes in administrative practices
and procedures were inaugurated. One of the basic principles
which Coverley sought to establish here was this, that an administrator must be made to fit a given position, rather than
the particular job bein fitted to the administrator. In other
words, if a person is not capable of performing the functions
of his position he should be dismissed
(Billigmeier then describes Shirrell's use of Slberson in
tie "^ield of labor relations though his official position
had no connection with labor problems)
Such a shift of function is contrary to Coverley's concepts
of correct administrative procedure. The result has been that
labor relations are no longer handled by Don Elberson, and in
as much as Smith knows nothing about labor problems, no one is
concerned with them now. Smith, however, remains despite his
inability to perform this portion of his functions.
One of the first steps taken b~ Coverley upon assuming his
position was to ijb ke it clear to his staff that he would deal
with rection heads only through their respective division
c' iefs. The division chiefs he would see only fey appointment.
Me has in actual practice abided rigidly to his concepts of
hierarchy in administrative procedure. Relationships with mem-
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bers of his staff have been in harmony with these concepts.
Mr. Shirrell upon occasion deviated from correct procedural practices m d celled upon individuals in his staff for
advice when it was necessary, irrespective of the position of
the individual. He relied heavily, for example, upon the advice of the extremely able Paul Fleming. On the other hand,
lár« Coverlejr has relied for advice upon J. 0. Haves by virtue of his position as assistant project director. Thus he
is doing the administratively correct thing.
During the registration crisis this factor was of tremendous importance. During this period, Coverley athered *hout
him people like Frank Smith and J. 0. Hayes. The former because registration concerned leave clearance which is within
his .jurisdiction, and the latter because he is assistant project director.
Members of the staff who have a fundamental understandin'- of the evacuees and their problems were not consulted
nor was their advice asked. There were a number of people,
such as ^leming, giberson an d Carter, who could have contributed a great deal in this period.
Relations of the project director to the evacuees have
altered substantially under the directorship of hir. Coverley.
These changes reflect fundamental differences in viewpoint,
hr. and Kr. Shirr ell, upon occasion, would refer to the evacuees
as their "children". This expression arose laturally fro i the
fact that they looked upon Mr. Shirrell's position in terms
of human relations — to them the. job chiefly concerned human
problems and relationships. In contrast, it may be "'airly
stated' that Coverley regards his job as an administrative
task. Obviously he is chiefly concerned with establishing an
efficient administrative organization and places less importance upon human relations.
These fundamental differences in viewpoint are highly important, for they have significant manifestations. That is
especially true in times of crisis. . On the one hand Coverley
feels that Shirrell was too paternalistic in his administration.
It if his belief that tv a former director dealt -Tith too many
evacuee --roups and delegations, '•"'her e groups net with Shirr ell
and received concessions from him — there was a bargaining
process between them. This,Coverley has stated,; encouraged
the evacuee population to feel that it had everything to rain
by attempting to wring as many concessions from the VfRA as possible. That fact has, he assertq, contributed to the difficulties of the \,1A in the registration program. The people
think that the VIRA can be pleaded with and cajoled into changing its policies when the evacuees find objection to them.
There are séveral members of the administrative staff
who hold similar views in this regard. For example, Anthony

-IB-
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O'Brien, the project attorney, expressed himself in this fashion,
"V.'e lost the registration when we lost the first strike. The
" A has lever run this camp that 'as been the main trouble in
Tule Lake. "
On t'-e 'Other ' and t'ere '"re those individuals in the staff
who believe that this i.c ^ot an ordi arg goveramert agency which
can be effectively administered through a rigid system of procedures. It is, they maintain, something more complex. There
are fifteen thousand people in this center and a chair is taring
such a community rec aires s"vmethin\: in additions to ood administrative organization. The establishment of efficient
administration is essential! but it can not be re"* iefi upon to
the exclusion of the human factors involved. There are occasions when those charged with admi\istratior can be most effective when human factors are taken into consideration —
attitudes, resentment, frustration, want's, fears, etc. Some
times a position of the administration might be administratively correct but in terms of human relations it might be wrong.1/
It was scarcely more than

a month after his arrival at the

Tule Lake Project tliat Mr. Coverley was given the task of carrying out the registration program at his center.

As events turn-

ed out, the greatest difficulties in the registration were encountered at the Tule Lake Project, more t'-v

at any other project,

and as a result Coverley's administration was thrown in a bad light
almost from the. beginning.

One member of the appointed personnel

who is generally given to fair evaluations of his fellow workers
; -enarked that:
C ver&ey'x was the vioti 1 of circum stances in the present registration. Roughly, he gave three reasons why bhin: s
had worked out adversely here at Tule Lake—Coverley was xehsrv,
new here, his administrative policy did not fit into an evergency situation, and the circumstances of his arrival were
against him. The most obvious fact was that Coverley was new
here. He did not know his staff very well, and therefore could
not have known on whom to rely even if he wanted to select out
people with special aptitude to do certain jobs. He was not
acquainted with the nany problems that had kept cropping up.
He had to learn his whole job before he could really begin his
public relation work, turning over the more mechanical part
to someone else. This was a great disadvantage to him..
The second point war that his administrative policy was
~Y7"~filligmeier, oy . _cit., pp. 96999.

i
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such t'i-t it *'orked a ;ainst him at the time of the registration
Coverley WES sent because he was a ood administrator. He made it d'einite to the personnel 'staff that each
person was /o'ing to be re-uired to carry out the functions attached to his position, and if he were not capable of carrying
out these functions, he was going to be removed from office.
It was unfortunate that he came at a time of crisis, since
this method of organization was not suited to meet emergencies
although it would probe'ly have b^en a better than Shirrell's
in normal times
The third reason for Coverley' s difficulties wit'° the re",
tration can be lumped under circumstances. In fact, most of
Coverley's difficulties could be attributed to Tcircumstances,
"or one thing, when he first came he scared the people by talk
in"; bout relocation too much. When he spoke to the ~rarden
supervisors, for instance, he over-emphasized relocation, "ot
having the trust of the people, this was not a very good thing
for a new Project Director to do.... 7his person felt that
Coverley's administrative polciy is fundamentally sound, r;nd
that 'lis character is also sound. 1/
In spite of t ie many criticisms directed at Mr. Coverley during the registration crisis by both evacuees and members of the
appointed personnel, his conduct during the disturbance revealed
no insincerity or any signs of malicious intent toward the evacuees
It was certainly his misfortune that he became involved in the deli
cate registration program at a time when he v/as yet unprepared for
it.

It is even possible that he might have succeeded as project

director better than did Shirrell had not the registration crisis
seriously undermine^ at the outset, his relations

ith the evacuees

However, Mr. CoverleyTs shortcomings as a project director
cannot be dismissed by any sweeping, inclusion of them under the
•uise of 'circumstances'.

Mr. Coverley possessed

1

het Mr. Shirrell

lacked, the ability to concentrate upon creating organizational
efficiency, but he In eked the human understanding vhich Mr. Shirrell possessed.

rn

hat his concern for adherence to. the defined form

1/ Sakoda Journal, April 17, 1943.
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of the administration bMnded him to the need of flexibility in
his dealings with his staff as well as the evacuees is suggested
in the instance of his meeting with Dillon Myer, and a group of
evacuee leaders at Tule Lake, following the close of the registration when the lessons from thai crisis were discussed.
Myer discussed with them the summary of lessons to be
learned from registration. The first one deals with the further use of certain members in the administrative personnel who
have a good understanding of evacuee problems. To this Myer
replied, "I certainly agree with you on that. It isn't always
easy to ;et such people but if there are such people they
should be used."
"ITow there is one t h i n g , s a i d Coverley, "that makes that
difficult; that is administrative lines of authority. I can't
very well ask a member of one division to advise in the affairs
of another division. If there is something that pertains to
. employment I can't call in some one whose work is unrelated."
"That's the point we've tried to make," Harry Mayeda answered. "The affairs see of one division are very often closely
related to project affairs in general. Functional lines shouldn't be followed when in doin.<^ so one ignores those with experience in human relations who could give invaluable advice."
Mr. Myer then spoke, "Now, Harvey, I think that this can
be worked out through extra-curricular activity. In one center they have worked out a system; occasionally a gathering is
held in the evening at the home of the project director. People
in the administrative staff who have a particularly deep understanding of evacuees attend along • ith certain leaders in the
community. An informal discussion is held. Ho administrative lines are violated in such a gathering."!/
Shirrell had his enemies, but he also had a strong following
among both the appointed personnel and the evacuees; Coverley, on
the other hand, failed to gain any appreciable following partly because of the adverse circumstances of his brief administration but
also because of his more formal relations with his staff and the
people.

One ITisei in assessing the various attitudes of the- commu-

nity towards Kr. Shirrell and Mr. Coverley summarizes them by statigg;
l/ Billigmeier, or. cit., pp. 119-120.
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Hhile Shirrell received a great deal of adverse criticisms
while he was in office here as Project Director, Coverley is
getting it, too. At first, Coverley was an unknown ouantity,
and many people felt that with his experience he ought to make
a good administrator. The coop people have some contact with
him and he seemed willing to help the co-op as much as possible,
more so than Shirrell. However, recent opinions expressed about
him are defintely channelled.
Some persons say that Coverley is a good administrator.
He does not make rash promises or lose his temper as Shirrell.
He also carries out generally what he promised. He can take
orders and carry them out. However, he does not seem able to
adjust himself in emergency situations. Even when there is a
great deal of trouble ;oing on he insists on having people make
appointments, state what his business is, and how Ion he wants
to see_him. Some people have refused to see him for this reason. He does not seem to make exceptions and 'play ball.' Some
people express this nuality in Coverley by saying that 'He is
too small a man.' Another said that Coverley was too bureaucratic; he had been in government service too long. He can
take orders and carry them out, but that is about all. The
same sort of thing is hinted when it is said that Coverley would
make a good Assistant Pro.lect Director. If Shirrell were the
Project Director and Coverley the Assistant Project Director,
they might h? ve been able to get a Ion;; together very we 11.
Several perrons have expressed great dislike for Coverle2^. But
none of the colonists seem to look upon Coverley as a little
dictator, as do some members of the staff.1/
One of the I-Cibei removed to the isolation camp during the registration vrrote to his wife in po: "ted criticism of Caverlety,

and

while this letter may not reflect a representative opinion because
of the circumstance under which it was written, it nevertheless reflects the same general criticism that was repeatedly made of Coverley.

The KiQei said: "Mr. Shirrell» was a good politician, setting

up the City Council & the Planning Board & respected them
together.

us al-

Mr. Coverley's not a good politician, instead of it he is

the wizard of Gestapo blitz such as kidnapping me under the false
pretence

"2/

Following the unfortunate beginning in the registration crisis,
1/ Sakoda Journal, April 3, 1043.
2/ Letter, Yoshio Yamato to his wife, March 16, 1^43.
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-a in control over his staff or the commu-

April 1943, s number of the appointed personnel sought

to resign from their post, partly because of disappointment with
the results of the registration, but also because of their differences of opinion with Mr. Coverley.

Coverley himself turned in his

re si. nation in the summer of 1945, and he was succeeded by Mr. Ray
Best.
Office of the Assistant Project Director:

This office was

occupied during both the Shirrell and Coverley administrations by
J. 0. Hayes.

As stated previously, the functions of this office

varied under the two administrations since Coverly divided his executive responsibilities with Hayes, but Shirrell delegated little
authority to the latter.

"7hile the latter was project director,

it is not clear how he divided his functions with Mr. Hayes, but it
Hayes
seems that/ius had responsibility for at least three divisions, the
transportation and supply, public works, and agriculture and Industry.

In addition, he supervised the relations of the administrative

personnel, and was the project director's representatives on a number of administrative committees, r-uc'i as the Merit Rati-

Board,

and otherwise served in a capacity of assistant to the Project Director.

Shirrell, however, did not strongly insist upon conformance

to lines of authority, and because Hayes was not well regarded amor
the bulk of the personnel, the tendency was 'for the staff to take
its problems directly to Shirrell shunting aside whatever authority
Hayes may have had.
Coverley, on the other hand, not only gave Assistant Project
Director considerable responsibility and authority, but he insisted
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upon adherence to lines of authority and ri porously conformed to
the policy of refusing to deal with any problem that properly did
not belong within his sphere of function.

Thus, Ir. Hayes went to

"Washington for the conferences of the W.B.A. and the Jar Department
on the plan of registration, and he was therefore influential in
determining the plan that should be followed at Tule Lake in the
registration program.

As indicated on the organizational plan of

the administration, Mr. Hayes was responsible in the Coverley administration for the supervision of the Admin.istrative, Internal
Security, Public

orks, Transportation and Supply,and Industrial

Divisions, and at Coverley*s insistence, there was little deviation
from this defined relationship between Mr. Hayes and these division
chiefs.
Unfortunately, before Mr. Coverley*s arrival at the project,
Hayes &ad gained a reputation of being one of the weakest members
of the administrative staff.

"Without a doubt," Billigmeier says,

"Hayes is the most widely disliked man on the pro'ect —
Caucasians and evacuees.

both by

He is regarded as somewhat of a buffoon
at

and is frequently referred to as 'the Rover Boy/st£ Tule Lake.*" 1/
Criticism of his started as early as the date of his appointment
as Assistant Project Director some time early in June 1942.

He

had originally arrived as the Division Chief for Transportation and
Supply, but about the ti. e it war determined that Mr. Shirr ell warn
to remain permanently at the Tule Lake Project as Project Director,
Hayes* appointment as Assistant Project Director was confirmed,.
The appointment came as a surprise to both the administrative personnel as well as the evacuees working in the administrative offices,
1/ Billigmeier, on, cit., p. 109.
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for noone had considered him, a likely candidate for the office,
and it was said that men like Mr. Gilbert Niesse, Chief of the Administrative Division, "©ho had themselves been hopeful of

:etting

the appointment, never fully accepted him as their superior.

To

explain this otherwise incomprehensible choice, a rumor developed
that "Joe Hayes is Mr. Shirrell*s son-in-law," but T\r. Smirrell has
not only denied this rumor, but declares that he had nothing to do
ith the selection of the Assistant Project Director.
One of the several reasons for the criticisms against Mr. Hayes
was that he controlled the housing facilities for the appointed personnel, and he seemed to have a talent for becoming involved in disagreements faith the Caucasian tenants.

Among those having the most

trouble regarding housing wape the teachers.
The teachers had been promised beds and chests of drawers.
Many became auite resentful when the furniture was not issued;
thev were told that the furniture had not yet arrived.
"hen
it was found that the beds and dressers had been in the project
warehouses for months, resentment against Joe Hayes flared.
Both in the matter of housing and the issuance of furniture
Hayes, who was in-charge of personnel housing, was particularly insensitive to the needs of the teachers......
After a time, a few apartments were vactated in the administrative area and several of the teachers were allowed to move
into these apartments. Those who arrived on the project first
were, according to announcement, given priortiy in housing.
Families, however, were raven special consideration ii' they
could impress their needs upon Joe Hayes. That was not very
Tr
to do. Often the wife would have to break into tears m
eas
Haves' office and the gentleman of the family would have to £
threaten to resign before Hayes would display any willingness
to consider their pleas. This happened when several#members
of the high school staff tried to secure needed housing ^ a c u ities for their families. The Arthur Rameys and Glenn ..%l:ers
experienced that. The high school principal, Mr. „ilder, had
serious difficulty with Hayes when he attempted to arrange for
an apartment for his family. Frequently Hayes would finally
grant the things reouested, but usually he made things exceedingly unpleasant for all people concerned before they got wnat
they"demanded. ie made promises often with no thought of actually abiding by them. For these endearing -ualities wnicn ne
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perennially manifested, ""ayes won the i tense dislike of most
teachers—e dislike which persists to this day.1L/
Criticisms of Hayes1 management of personnel housing was not

limited to the teachers, but
trative Personnel.

1

as equally evident among the adminishis

One of the many legends eoncerning/perverseness

is told of his pre-emption of lumber secured by Mr. Connor, Chief
of the Administrative Division,
Connor, like most Caucasians at Tule Lake, had his difficulties with Sloe 0. Hayes, the Assistant Project Director.
Legends abouAd at Tule Lake which attest to HayesT monumental
stupidity and cussedness. Some of them are true, others partly
true, and others are true onl?;- in the sense that they have
captured his spirit. Here is an incident which reportedly happened s month or so before Connor received his transfer. It
is hard to say wheteher or not it is true in all details, but it
circulated widely among the Caucasians and was cited as further
evidence, if such were needed, of Hayes complete dastardy.
Connor is a diabetic and in need of a special diet. He
found it difficult to eat at the mess hall because of the special foods he required. Co nor asked for the right to have
a kitchen built into his apartment so that M s wife could prepare his special diet. Finally Hayes promised that the addition
could be constructed if Connor could arrange to get the lumber.
Connor secured the lumber, but before he could use it, Hayes
pre-empted it and used it to build an addition to his own apartment, for his expected baby.2/
The evacu es, no less than the administrr tive personnel, held
a low opinion of Mr. Hayes.

In ' is first appearance before the Com-

munity Council following the farm strike, Hayes made a poor impression upon the members as he pleaded and threatened in asking for
more cooperation from the evacuees but failed in discussing with the
councilman the grievances which were felt to be at the source of the
community difficulties.
reinforced durin

This poor impression of him was strongly

the coe7 crew problem in early September 19^-2 when

"everyone in the Council was griped at Hayed" for the manner in which
he demanded that the community volunteer for the coal crew or
T/ 3illigmeier, ajgxvEv.tv "Education Section," p. 6-7.
2/ Billigmeier, Administrative Division, p. 6.

o with-
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out coal during the winter months. 1/
Mr. HayesT work under the Coverley administration, when he was
given greater executive duties than under Shirrell, indicates that
he was not without ability to execute routine functions particularly
when under the guidance of a supervisor who directed ris work closely.

His limited capacity for responsibility and initiative, hew ever,

seemed most clearly demonstrated durin/: the registration orisao period
of planning for the registration '/hen, as the representative to
hras" in -ton from Tule Lake, it "as

is responsibility to suggest to

hir. Coverley the most suitable plan of presenting the program to the
people.

"""ovjovop, According to the information of one person attend-

ing the meetings at Washington, an account supported by others

TT

ho

-•ere there, "Hayes was in attendance at the meetings in a very sporadic manner {In other words, he got: drunk and stayed away) ,"j&/

His

paucity of ideas concerning the manner of its presentation, and his
dependence -upon the Army team to plan the registration, would indicate that Hayes "ailed to fulfil his function as project representative to the meetings,

liven disregard ing the euestion of M s ability

to execute his duties, however, the fact that he was unable to gain
the confidence and respect of his fellow workers was a strong consideration ? ga inst his remaining as the Assistant Project Director.
Both the Shirrell and Coverley administrations ruff ere'" because of
Haves' shortcomings as an assistant -who could be counted upon to
advice and execute the duties of the Office of the Project Director.

1/ Hiyampto Notes, August 13, 1948.
also
September 2, 1942,
2/ hpencer, in the discussion of O-rodzins, Billiemei©r and
gpencer, on the lilli; .eier "Registration '"eport," hay IE, 19' -. p.h.
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The Administrât ive Division : The broad funetioiTj? of this
office, r'hi.ch vibre m. in tain ed by the largest sta ft' of appaiate P
personnel of r-ny administrative unit, may he seen from the variety '
of services which it "as recuired to provide.

The functions of the

division v"ere:
To provide1 - en era 1 «administrative service for the ..entire Project" including:
1.
2.
3.
а.
F.
б.
7,
3»
-,
10.

Budget
Fiscal Accounting.
Cost Accountinf.
Cash Advances' to Evacuees,
Timekeepfon ' Payrolls
' Personnel "Jork (Appointed Personnel)
Procurement of Supplies & Servxc es «
Property Control.
Warehousing (Receiving & Issuing)'
Genferal Office Services ( Stenographic Pooi,
Telephone and Teletype ^Office,

!tc. )

11. Project Post OTfice.l/
..„t the opening of thè project, Pr. Gilbert " Niesse was t" e Chief
of this division, but since his assignment, to Tuie Laxe war temporary and. ' e "'as ^eassi ;ned. to another pro * act a few months after the
og en in/, not much is known of his activities as division çhief.
On the wholej it seers be -'as regarded a capable administrator with- .
experience m

federal agencies*, .although the evacuee opinion of him

was that he was reserved end difficult to approach.
-T due to

a oc. "

^ 3 as a-'" establish!"" - V

Dut whether it _

division

a

project, or to the fe ilings of his S .Iunior
J officers, the administra.«
tive division encountered numerous difficulties during the.early
months.
-

This was"particularly-noticeable in those units of the di•

.

v

vision daalin- directly with t ie evacuees,

in the timePeen in.^ •

and payroll ".nit, agent cashier unit, procurement of services and
Supplies section, and the project post office.
- 30,
,wjptambar/19^S, there we^e 0 , 30 evacuee employées on nha
ri"'0-"*act, all óf ''tonnare -on - the layrol1
l/.:.proj ect, jx: struct ion

n

the

ana were oc-

on, cit. a. >.
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cupied in a vide variety of jo's,

"t "as "the ir si: Of t'-e timc''-eep-

- inl and payroll unit of the Fiscal Section. to keep time records hand,
prepare payrolls for all -'evacuees.
'

The "la.ln'fcenanc^i: of the onploy-

ment and time records of ell workers war; t>e responsibility of the •
&pibiyraeat' Division, but*"the difficulties -'on countered .by the time-:
keepers, of the Employment Division in submitting accurate -records *
.of the persong working, those transferring from one job. to another,
and their amount of time

4

vr

orkefi, necessarily offected'-the efficiency •

of the time; - eeplti 'and payroll unit 1." the administrative Division..
To illustrate. the difficulties: the. W A * desired a daily
iQufr no ti ic-clocks" w r e available,
check-In. ancl check out record of all workers-,* One of. the first
methods tried • n s that of having the. workers themselves
on standard-si?ad slips/the number of
''.'ere t" en submitted to

rite mit

dura •-•••0 7.\-ed each day., which -.-h

e timekeepers, " ut it ' " • found' t o t

workers would frequently forget1 to submit their slips. malm errors
(deliberate or accidental), and even ignore the regulation on the
ground that it was.too much trouble for the small wages involved,
rp
Phe

•g

method was tried of -using master sheets for each work group unit'

I
I

on which the individual workers would sign-in and Qut, mit V > gayroll section had. difficulty in h'-ndli .. • the large. sheets as the

I
1
I

records were' copied into the books, -finally,- the practice was" f01->
i
lowed of having the timekeepers transfer the data of the master
'sheets to individual cards so that the payroll sept-ion mx£;ht copy
the .data wore efficiently.

It vas months before a workable sysl^ém..

of timékeeping was established and workers became habituated to' the*
g : notice of.' n p u n c h t h e
out

clotek"-go thetj,the payrolls could be made .

it'1 re-'son-.' hie ef •? ic iençy /. but in, the

savtime, there v ere sev-

eral weeks delay in the' payment of early, .wages.,

the d e ^ g s in
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of
wa~;e payments ^ecame one/the chief sources of early discontent.
;i ¡lilirly, the Procurement Section of the

dministrative di-

vision was one of those whose "functions during the early months
wes extremely important to the hrr^ony of the com lunity.

In a

new project, one of the criticial needs.was to pet innumerable
supplies end equip lent for the maintenance of anything; like a nor 1al community life, and the failure to procure needed lum' er.,
•

edical

supplies, farm iaohinejy, and office equipment, among other thr-- -s,
cruised inefficiency and lelays in pro.iect development.

To begin

v-ith, the section was confronted ' rith the "warti me shortages of ra-~
terial and a low priority rating.

There were transportation delays

and governmental "red tape" in procurement ^e'-ardinp -••hick there
- 'as little the section could do.

Moreover, the administrative staff

as well as the evacuees~h&d to be taught the correct procedure in
government procurement, and lost trouble so ie of all, the. functions
?•£ the procurement section had to. be coordinated

1

ith tpe • 'arehousinp

section ana the transportation division.
"r. John C. otubbs, Head of the Procurement
garded a

ection, war re-

uiet and easy-poinp but capable o f i c e r with experience

in the field o?

arve'rnment procure lent services, but * "hatever ef-

ficiency his office displayed, it was not infrequently nullified by
delays at other .points in the procurement procedure,

"^n the cri-

tical -uestion of medical supplies, for example, orders submitted
in early June began to dribble in only in September as the Army
Quartermaster Depots, released ""it'll reluctance supplies which were
p
i
also "much needed elsewhere.

In the meantime, the procurement office

was made to feel the.cois iderable pressure beinp everted upon the
Chief Medical Officer at the hospital bp his evacuee .medical staff
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for.certain supplies which were considered absolute necessities
in any adequate medical service.
bills of lading for

The inadequate method of filing

ood's received at the warehouses likewise lad
|

to- difficulties at. the procurement section.
Units such as the timekeeping and payroll, and the warehousing
-ection, were extremely important on the projects, but they were
:iven relatively low ratings on the civil service scale.
»

The type

of personnel which the pay, commanded, therefore, "'as freq uently of
a cuality lower than that actually demanded by the difficulties
of the jo!3.
In August 1942, Ir. ITiesse was succeeded .by - r. Fred Connor
as Chief of the Administrative Division.

The latter had

'ide ad/

linistrative experience before accepting the "MI.A, position, and_
had worked for a number of federal e- encies as e civil service employee for a number of years, among t" em the Forestry Service.

He

at one time held an administrative position in a leper colony in
the South.

"vic.ently-, little attention was

;iven to Mr. Connor's

attitudes toward the evacuees, for unlike other positions for which
the personnel was carefully selected on the basis of'their probable
.behavior towards the evacuees, the Chief of the Administrative Division required relatively little contact with the people of the
community, and the criteria in chosing Mr, Connor.were-his bf.c1- round
»

and the shortage of available men with his experience and training.
Mr. ConnorT s, stay at the project, which lasted until April 19'3,
was marked by a series of conflicts.hoth
"he appointed perronnel.

1

ith the evacuees and with

Bllligmeier classes him amon ; the "Jap-hate

of the administrative group.
Connor gave clear evidence of his deep-rooted prejudices
against the.Japanese Americans . He was one of the Caucasians

to ob j ct most strenuously to the practice of allowing evacuee
guests to eat in the personnel mess hall. Connor was bitter
in his' denunciation of this practice and exerted pressure on
the Chief Steward to prohibit evacuee guests from" din in:; ith
Caucasians.
It was Connor's contention that he was doing all that could
logically be expected of him by working with evacuees all day.
The administration building was full of them, hi^s secretaries
and clerical help were largely evacuees. He expressed the
conviction that Caucasian s shouldn't be required to eat "ith
the colonists,- too, just because a few teachers believed in
fraternization. It wasvhard enough for him to adjust to the
evacuee waitresses employee in the personnel mess. According •
to one of his c o l l e a g u e C o n n o r suggested that Ouaoaio r ; Caucasian waitresses be employed in the personnel iaess hall, so
that the Caucasians could be free»from the sight of Japanese
faces during meals and abe able to talk without restraint.!/
Relatively few evacuees had contact with Mr. Connor and, as
in the case» of a great number of the personnel, only those working
under his supervision had any knowledge or opinions of him.

One

comment fairly well circulated among the Nisei in the administrative offices was that Itr. Connor liked to "make a play for the girls"
and gossip linked his name with a Nisei girl who had gained some
notoriety and was popularly called "Warehouse Sally" because of
her alleged frequenting of the warehouses.

Billi meier who picked

up similar reports states:
There were a number of persistent reports which circulated
amon.'- both Caucasians and evacufees rhich seemed to indicate that
Connor had another kind of difficulty with his "evacuee secretaries. These reports stated that" Connor made 'advances' to
the evacuee girls who worked with him, that he was, in the current,. terminology, a f holf f , anc that he was unable to keep
decent iris in his office for any length of time. Obviously
such reports are positively "erified only with great difficulty.
It can only be definitelj^ stated that the reports did receive
rather wide circulation.2/
From time to time reports of conflicts between Mr, Shirrell
and Connor were heard in the administration offices.

An important

ba^Ls of disagreement was "r. Connor's unwillingness to be pushed
1/ hilligmei-er, "a dministrative Division," p.2.
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in kis the accomplishment of his duties! .As one administrator expressed it, "People like Fred Conndr who have been in civil service
for a. long time feel they know government service, that there's no
use trying to get things rushed throu :h, and that if they follow orders theyTre doing all that their job calls for."l/
it seems that 'Ir. Connor disapproved of

7

In particular,

r. Shirrell's inclination

to take procedural liberties, while the latter regarded the former
something of an obstructionist.

v

According to .Anthony O'Brien who was. at the regional office at the time, both Connor and Tr. Shirrell went to the San
Francisco office to register complaints against the other.
!ach charged the other with incompetence'. • ir. 'shirrell ;as
• assertedly trying' to get rid of Connor when the former was sent
to Chicago' to head the h.R.A. relocation work in that area.fy/
However, Connor could not be ousted without a Civil Service
Board hearing, O'Brien stated,2/
•v
*
I r. Connor also came into sharp conflict with the members of
his staff in the Administrative Division.

7

ithin that division

there were long ehdur5_ng und,er-currentslittle known to people outside the division.

Billi meier isolates three causes for the dif-

ficulties between Connor and his Caucasian colleagues.
In the first place most of them found Connor personally
• obnoxious. Second -the3^ found him extremely difficult to work
' with;, he was dogmatic, highly opinionated, and uncomprpmisirg:.
In the third place, a majority of them regarded him as a poa?r
administrator. How much substance there was to this latter
charge it is hard to say. It can be stated that the members
of the opposition "ere old civil service employees.3/
Tile intra-divisional conflict came.to a head in March 1943
and a number of important members of the staff, including:
Llr. Carlos Busselle,
' rrs. uth Busselle,
T
'r. hlmo Dei/itt
' Ir. .. i 11 ia m A. L e I';\i
Dick '"'racy

Principal
Fiscal Accountant
Asst. Personnel Officer
F i s c a 1 A c c o un t an t
fiscal Accountant'Cost Accountant

all submitted their resignation because they found it impossible
to

,r

ork with him. any longer.

Since all oirx of these people refused

T7" "ay alio to Notes, October Sf ,
2/ B11 ligme let ^ op * c i t . p . 4 .
Pilligmeier, op, cTfc., 'p. r .

3.

•
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to remain on thé Project unless Connor left Tuie Lake, it

vr

ar de-

cided' to transfer him to the Administratis Division in another.
project, and argoirtin; ' ir. Carlos

us a el le as the Act in: Chief of

theAdministrative Division pending the appointment of a. permanent
hea d.
Members of the Administrative Division'whom. Corlies Carter
ca.*1 Is 'operators', "That is those whose main interest at Tuie Lake
lies in their jobs and anot in, the people with whom they are dealing;
tended to remain muc' to themselves..
The Connors had few friends at Tuie Lake, Ï'hey remained
muc-i to themselves. " r. and Ivlrs. "usselle likewise lived .
a uiet privfte life at Tuie Lake; so do ' t , and rs. Dick1
Tr- cy. "'he Jk coby' s, Carter's, and '31b er son s mire a great, deal
of respect for both the Busse"' 1er and the 'rac^s- They rëfeàrâed them rs efficient in their - ork and fine people personally. They did not so regard the Connors.£/
Tra n sp or tat ion and Supply Division :

Except for the

The c i-

vision is divided into three sections the functions of which are
described as:
1. Garage Section
maintains the machine and equipment shop, the function of
which is to service and repair all heavy and light automotive e uipment.
•2. Motor Pool Section
Houses, dispatches, and operates all automotive equipment
rnd- distributes asoline and oil; greases and services
all automotive e-uij ment, tire and miscellaneous repairs
and adjustments.
3. ? ess Operations Section^

}

espoasi' le for determining and preparing all food ret toil s
for the project community, including thè reruisition.5
r tor in; , and a is tribut ion of subsistence supplies.. 3/
_#

r .e 'unctions of the first two sections should be reasonably
clear from the^outline,

Virtually all motor vehicles on the pro-

ject, except a very few owned and operated by members of the appointed personnel or the teaching staff, were under the control of the
Transportation Division.

Evacuees were not permitted to have their

o\m automobiles on the project, • nd they rrere therefore dependent
i
for their

love lent on the project almost entirely upon walking or

an occasional lift from a taxi or truck.

The appointed personnel

likewise were largely dependent upon the Kotor Pool for the use of
vehicles, and because of the great shortage of trucks as well as
Hutia passenger cars, there was a continuous contest among the perso n el' for the right to

et the use of

ca^s.

.Several types of government-owned automotive eeuipment, all ct
- ich ""a s con cent m ted in the Motor Pool , were available on the Project.
the

Firnt, there were t ie

tractors ."û 3d oh the,farm

nd

raain ; eeuipment 1er ely used by the pu'lie works division*

for road maintenance, ditch digging and other similar services.
Moreover a certain number of trucks, both light, and. ' eavy .-'uty? as
well es station wagons or reasonable subsitutes for such were more
or less oer œnently assigned to ,t'e farm group,

geconi, there were

initially over one hundred heavy duty trucks borrowed from the Civilian Conservation Corp, but most of these were recalled by the CCC*
in early

eote iber 19'1?.. ' One of the immediate consequence of this

loss was thet the administration office workers who had hitherto had
taxi service on t' e trucks during the noon lunch hour to and from
the of "ice- to their

less ha^ls ' ere deprived of this service. .

more serious conséquence v/as that the trucking of harvested vegetables from the farm to the packing plant was frequently delayed,
such that the packing, house workers were often forced to * ;ait for
their meterials' of work.

Likewise, the coa' crew strike of September
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vas In p-rt the consequence of the increased difficulty of their
work following the loss of dump trucks- and other trucking equipment.
t
It -/as only gradually through the purchases of trucks in various
' 'estera states that the serious situation of the truck shortage
yjas in some degree reduced.
o1 ned passenger cars.

Finally, there ••ere a number of

. ì.A.-

Some of these were more or less-permanently

assigned, as -"or example to the internal security division for the
wardens1 patrol cars, but a few were retained in the T otor Pool as
taxis for the general'business use of appointed personnel and evacuees.
Because of the distances on the project and the scatterin * of a
number of administrative offices in various parts of the project,
taxi service was fremently essential for the ^uc\i)c transaction of
business.

The limited number of telephones on the project aided to

the importance of taxis as '^eans of communication.

A special use

of taxi"service was the transporting of patients to and"from the
" ospitai.

Because of these various needs'and the extreme shortage

of motor vehicles, the rotor Pool was constantly being taxed by the
\

demands of various offices to have vehicles made available to .them.
An illustration of the kind of problem faced- by the rotor
Pool Section is presented in-the following letter from Mr.. V., C^
Cooke to
Joe Hayes replying to complaints f r o m - p. O'Brien about
the transportation service.
Prior to dictrti'g my memorandum dated April 21st, we agreed
that Mr. O'Brien's trips outside the project'on government business "ere infrequent and he could well call upon the 3 otor Pool
:"or outside cars when needed.
Except for one week, during the early 'part of February,
llr. O'Brien has had a car permanently assigned to hiiA for the
pa-st three months ana I think it- is an overstatement when he
savs that his experiences ^ith the. • btor Pool has been bad --en
endeavoring to obtain cars for ^ovQmmèìit business. 1 no .gree,

"
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however, that a .few cars available for outside use are heavilytaxed 8 id anyone requiring a car mi t be subjected to some
delay, although on the .'hole, we have been doing a pretty good
job of taking care of assignments to date.
Some months ago, we had five taxis in service but owing
to the ever-increasing demands by important, ovemment officials for permanent assignments, this taxi service has been reduced to one taxi. Needless to say, it is not avaialbble at
a moment's notice, "r. O'Brien's experience with the taxi service could only have been limited to a period of one week, as
mentioned before, he 'as had a car assigned permanently to him
for the past three months and had no occasion to call for a
taxi. If Mr. Coverly wishes to have me assign a car permanently
to "Ir. O'Brien, I shall re-assign 600-27. In this connection,
'I assume that :"r. O'Brien will be permitted to use the car at
his discretion off the project and outside regular - orklabours.
\

As 1 have been instructed not to require trip'assignment
requests from officials for permanently assigned cars, it is
impossible for us to properly control the passenger car situa*
tion. If all passenger ears were assigned to the Pool as per
Washington' s instructions, they coul< be controller in the samemanner à hat the trucks are now Toeing controlled. I iav I recc^ >,mend that all passenger cars be turned into the Pool at f:30
p.m. each day and none assigned out until 8:00 p.m. .in the
morning •
without first obtaining my signature or yours. 1/
Except for the first month of the project - hen Hayes was still
the Chief of the transportation and Supply Division, Mortimer C.
r

Cooke was continuously"the Chief of that division.
a

He had lived

reat many years in the Orient and there gained some acquaint-

ance with the Japanese language and culture,.

hile this background

evidenced itsel'f in a better than average understanding of the •
evacuee Japanese, his knowledge about the Japanese and sympathy for
them

v,

as much less than might have been expected of -a man "ho had

spent years of life in Japan.

As Billi meier says, "lie has little

affection for the evacuees, and_ for that matter, he has little affection for tie members of the Caucasian staff."£/

In a further

appraisal of Cooke, he declares, "Cooke, t' ou h far less outspoken
than the volatile anc excitable O.'Prien, has less sympathy for the
1/ letter, !:. G. Cooke to J. 0. Hayes, May 5, 1945.
2/ Pilligmeier, "transportation ^c Supply,"
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evacuees.-

Cooke's dislike -of the Japanese is not widely kno^'n be-

cause he r'oes not

:ive voice to his feeli ;:s as

any others

His personal life is cuietand singularly poor in social
relationships. He remains aloof from people. T"e shares a
one room apartment with Frank Pagan who he has learned to
tolerate, but the ^e is little friendship between them. Cocke
is an extreme^ reserved and unresponsive man, not because he
is retirin ; by nature or because he has any feeli? s of inferiority, but simply because he lacks interest in the people
about him. 2/
The only time Cooke came ii contact with community problems
was during the Fess "all Strike

1

hen, ss the Chief of the d is ' sion

V'hich includes mess operations, he represented the edninistration
in the effort to reach a settlement.

%I

Among the evacuees, Cooke's

part in the affair was regarded as being largely^innocuous; his
chief concern seemed, that of removing disturbances and of regaining
-uiescence simply Sor the sake of havin; peace.

He neither oar «»in-

sd nor used threats,- but only pleaded with the -evacuee mess workers
for cooperation so thai the work of the mess operations section might
continue.

Credit for the settlement of the differences in this is-

sue was largely

iven to Hlberson who was then representing the Pro-

ject Director in issues of labor relations.
Contrary to the title of the division, the only supplies -handled
4»
in this division •••ere .food supplies distributed through the' -ness
•management section and those materials which were transported by
the truckin
•ie .tr.

crews of t' is division rt the request of other depart-

Procurement, warehousing, and all other functions of supplies

were dealt with largely by the Administrative Division.
The Hess "Management section, however, was more or less autonomous
—•

Y ^ ' T r H meier, ojd. cit., p. h.
£/

P- 1.

"

•
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in the procurement of foods sine- its requisitions
neled through the Procurement Section.

1

ere not chan-

It was the responsibility

of the lead of the "ess iManagement flection to prepare food rations
for the entire evacuee population <-o days prior to the day .of expected delivery and maintain

constant supply in the food warehouses

-o that short'© -es ' Tould not occur.
first cleared hy the

Initially, the requisition.-- -'ere

Regional Office *nd then sent to the Army

ivirternr ster Depot ' ' ich server! -si the ^~>od pro cur in

' ent, % uh

• s this procedure """ r- found cumb^ro le and d e ^ y i v , the practice •
was quickly established of having direct communication .""between the
^ro.iect and the O.uartermaster Depot.

J- e supplier of food which
to the 6 V .mess h -11s
were received at the warehouses were then' redistributed Ton a quota v
basis, according to the size of the populatior in the- blocl:.
The problem of the mess mans gement section'"as, an extre^oly
delicate one.

The requirement was that rough^

1" ,000 peop -^

in 64 different mess halls on standard diets not to exceed
person per day but generally at 8 somewhat lower unit cost.

"ed
per

While.

t' ir problem may not seem to diffe- from'tVt of vrmy mess Services,
the project
and indeed ''food} procurement was gar .died - by4 the Army Quartermaster Corp
there were at least three important differences' that complicated the
problem for the W.K.A. "less Management Section.

(1) The population

in the relocation center varied considerably more 'than amy Yrmy group,
since it' included both sexes and all ages and • constituted, a cultural
group accustomed to foods different .from the majority population on
the outside. ?or example, beside the re ;u" ar nenus of the tesr tails,
it "as necessary ho establish ba.bg diet stations f6r "amilies with
\

i Lfants and little Children.

(2) hoc-Use of the authority of the

Ar-ny, it could commandeer food supplies muc'

lore rescmlr. than could

-3r-
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the'hr.P.A.

In fact, because the latter was supplying a population |
. i.

cute", subject to criMcir i >0.1 the ; ublic, the ' .
exercise ex treme crution

;;ainct rer1uqin

food supplie-

needed to
in any

locrl are^ by re uisitioning fo:. the pro/eet, of ' dherin

-Iten

cioi.ely

to p minimum cost of food gllotrients, --6 .of otherwi
s e a vo 15. in g
any kind of- mess hell practices that might lead to an accusation of
evacueev,T coddling" or food

T?

astage.

(3) Because the civilian popu-

lation- in, the project could not be disciplined to accept an3r food
served in the ness halls,

s might be done in the i.rmy, food eon-

plaints-frequently led to revolts over which the 'r. I. . had no direct
control.
M

o Ueep complaints at a minimum, the need waf to ~r iitaia uni-

form diets in :.ll mess •and
ha M scuanitity
of reasonably sntisf ictory menus, for
ifferences in the 0x&lx%y:/ot rooas- served at different mess halls' '
T

ere found to be t' e immediate rource of ""ood co iplaints.

in^ tl e Mrection of ~chievin,

One step \

standard rations in all mess halls was

to make supplies allotment according to the size of the block pop'ulation.

Initially this was accomplished on a grpss basis, that is.,

of basing the amount of "ood supplied to the blocks on gross cateories of 2f 5 to

9 people, PJ'O to 274 people, and 375 to Sor) people

'vacuee mess supervisors, however, comphained that this led to

ross

inequalities since, for example, 100 pounds of meat, might be adequate for 225 people but would not1 be adequate for 9>49 people.

The

system was revised - in September 1942 deducing the allotments to each
block to pounds and ounces "nd correlating the amount supplied to
the specific number of individual residents of the blocks..

.ef'ne-

nents of this type, however, could not overcome differences in the
mess h V l s resulting from t: e ability of the coo":s, the degr-e of :
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strictness of the Chief Cooks in permit tin.;;- petty "ood grafts, • nd
the differences in tastes of the resident majority in the blocks.
The .iosr

na • e:\ent Section was headed during the first three

months of the project by Luther Stults who was the only Caucasian
mess administrator until the arrival in early /.u ;ust 19 2 of ' rr.
Pilcher, who was assigned as Issistant l ess Supervisor.
-as known

Mr. otults

to the evacuees for his conscientious effort to meet

the ,ubsistence needs of the evacuees, but the period of initial
adjustments in the mess halls kexe was filled with numerous'petty
as well as major difficulties, and ^during the food crisis of early
»

jugust at Tule Lake, Stults submitted his resignation and re-uested
a transfer to another project.

Despite requests from evacuee mess

committees eskina; "Ir. otults to remain at his positio n
the project and

tn.lts

1

ef t

rr

as replaced a^ the/Head of the Més.s Management

.Section by Melph Peek.
'• "hi1 e relation sis between the evacuees and Mr. Peck rapidly, beer le strain d., it •'/as the difficulties surround in ; Jr. Pilcher
produced the first major conflict In the mess section.

'hie h

Pilcher had

been mess supervisor at the Walerga Assembly Center, .where the Sacreliento residents at Tule Lake had been temporarily located, and considerable trouble had been experienced between fir. Pilcher and the
evacuees at the

a 1 erg
V a Gen ter.

It was contended that

is -main

interest in mess supervision was to keep food costs to the govern lent
at a minimum^ while allowing the evacuees to suffer, and a system
hich he adopted of allotting food to the mess halls sufficient for
one day at a time was claimed to be a conservation measure that
placed -reat difficulties upon the evacuee cooks who were thus permitted. no flexibility in the preparation of food.

Because of this.

-4-1 -
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background, Pilcher met. ante onism from the evacuees from the first
ray of his advent into the mess section at Tule Lake.
uas a capable

¿aether be

less supervisor, as the administration claimed, 7? s im-

material for the d'efiance of the evacuee mess workers was such that
there was little hope of peace is the meqs department while he remained.

It was claimed that he was deeply prejudiced against the

evacuees.

He was suspected and accused of graft,

/petition for

his ouster signed by 9,000 evacuees was submitted in September 194°,
but the administration refused to reco nize it because no evidence
- of the accusations
supporting the accusations were submitted.

An investigation/was

made by a joint committee of evacuees' and appointed personnel, and(
the feport of the findings,- which -pally the Caucasians signed, clear
ed Mr. Pilcher of, all charges a. ainst him.
in the mess strike o;'1 Octobe

One of the major demands

1943 -'as the ouster of Fir. Pilcher

which Mr. Shirrell continued to refuse, but Pilcher*£ resignation
was finally accepted at the advice of Mr. Iyer.
Hr. Peck's attitude toward the evacuaes was initially conciliatory, but as his department became involved in the conflict between
Mr. Pilcher and the evacuees, he became rapidly obstreperous ¿n his
relations with the evacuees.

Referring to his own background, Peck

declared:
"I w^s born into a poor family and still am poor, as fi
matter of fact. I was brought up with colored children and
have always fou *ht against racial prejudice and religious
bigotry. "Rut be in brought up p,opr has taught me to be grateful -"or the things people do for me. These Japanese expect
the vr.H.A. to hand them everything on a platter;' they aren't
< grateful for the things done for their benefit. Mr. Shirrell
has riven generously of his time and energy and even personal
resources to help these people, but they don't.appreciate that
fret. They refer to him as 'Shirrell', not Hr. Shirrell.
sensistive to tha^ sor t of thing."1'
ï r B l l 1igmeier, op. cit., p. 5.
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Since mess hall problems were generally dealt v 1th as public
issues by the evacuees, an evacuee Mess Committee within the fair
Employment Practice Gommittee was formed which on frequent occasions
confronted with Mr. Peck with demands from the pvacuee residents
towards the improvement of stood and mess hall conditions,

kr, 1 eel:

resented having- to deal with these committees, and referred to instances of evacuee cooks' refusal to comply • 1th his order's as "insubord last ion", s usage ranci re seriated

the evaòuaes who felt they

hr d the right to protest if they had cause to question any order.1/
In lis mind, the Japan ese should be grateful for the many
blessings they are receiving in the relocation center, especially for the ood which he provides them, Their efforts to present a cause to him or to state a complaint are looked upon
as the highest audacity and ingratitude. Because of this attifiuèe Don Wlberson once accused .him of having a "white man's
burden" complex, but Peck heatedly denied this accusation, 2/
This attitude toward the evacuees was - expressed with especial
vigor
in the issue between, the teachers and, certain members of the
>
appointed staff over the question of inviting evacuee guests to
the Torotten Personnel Mess Kail,

The problem developed in September

shortly after .the arrival of the teachers who, as a matter of course,
occasionally invited evacuees as ruests to the Personnel

%ss Hall.

Lacking apartment facilities.at the time, the teachers felt this
was thte most satisfactory manner of entertaining their friends, but
because of the large 'numbers of the teachers as well as the appointed
personnel eating, at the mess hall, the Caucasians - 'ere some times reel u ir ed to wait while the evacuee guests'were served first,

'ollow-

ing a certain amount of pressure from, members of the appointed per-,
onnel upon Peck to prohibit the inviting of evacuee guests,
The matter of issuin prohibitions a ainst evacuee guests
was brought to Mr. ghirrell several times but he absolutely refused to consider the issuance of anv such orders?.
•Shirrell intractable, Peck .lost his temper-and nis reason and

£
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deeided to exercise control over the situation by other devices.
During the ''inter months the school administration wanted
to ake it possible for school lunches to be served high school
students who lived*long distances from the high school. The
efforts of the school authorities were blocked for a period of
a month or more. Peck_wanted the Superintendent of education
to issue sp.eeific orders to teachers prohibiting them from
bringing any evacuee guests to the Caucasian mess hall. Har'cness was not willing' to --rant the _ujLd pro gup which I'eck desired. He felt that it was not- his function to issue any
such orders, nor would ' e if he could.. If any orders "'ere to
be issued they would have to emanate from the Project Director
and apnlv equally to all Caucasians, not just teachers. The
planning board got interested in the problem of student lunches
and Peck, unable to offer any subrtantial objection, was obliged to arrange for the lunches.1/
Peck, though failin g in, this device, has been more successful in exercising the control he desired in another fashion.
V7hen a Caucasian, usually a teacher, brings an evacuee ~;uest
to the less hall, Peck makes an attempt to embarass the parties.
Sometimes he will rise from his seat and stare at them angrily
or walk slowly past the table glaring,intently at tie people
concerned, in an obvious attempt to make the din: er as unpleas' ant as possible for all people concerned. He tries to make
it obvious to the evacuee guests that they are not wanted there,
that they are out of place .and hence they will not venture to
return again. At the same time he aims at humiliating the
people bringing guests so that their embarrassment will be so
keen that they will not repeat their offense:......
Peck has largely won his battle, but at the sa ne time he
has'won 'the intense, dislike of many people. Only the most - o M d
»»jrp-haters" associate with him.
Peck> with O'Brien, but with even greater acerbity than the
latter., "railed a ainst the * sociologists» and teachers" - nd openly
criticized their policy of leniency towards the evacuees.

Noone

was more.vituperative in the matter of evacuee stealing of government property, particularly of food from the storage warehouses,
elthou h he was so lewhat embarrassed to learn-that Caucasians -ere
taking part's of their meals and extra pints of milk home under the" .
critical scrutiny of evacuee workers > 1 the Personnel Mess Hall,
Dr. Jacobv was the chief target of Peck's vitriolic criticisms, and
1/ Billigmqier, 0£. cit., p. 8-7.
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"t. i'hirrell was only a slightly lesser target for his maudlin sentiments and feelings of humanity towards the evacuees which had ruined
the project,

.A rather vivid picture of the basically tense relation-

which existed e?urv?~ so le of t .ose holding opposin ; views is offered
in the following passage:
Peck has displayed at times a certain amount of wit, ; owever crude. While drunk, which is frequently enough, he -ill
sing a number of the songs which he has written and published.
He considers himself to have some ability in writin . plays.
The creative instinct in him was aroused by the theft of r pig
by an evacuee, and in honor.of that event ' e outlined the plot
and the Dramatis Personae of a play "The Mystery of the Purloined Porker"'.*"" Tor several weeks he gave a resume of the plot
• and lifted the characters for the benefit of anyone who would
listen. On e of the chief characters in the play 1 as Dr. :"ehovah -who Was the counterpart of ^They-c an-do-no-wrongT Jacoby.
Anothe: villain v/as Joe Blow (Joes Hayes). .This characterisation illustrates the persistent conception rooted in t' e -rnels
o ; Peck, and others of his school of thought, -- s to -.'hat Jacoby1 s
function ana policy should be. Dr. Jacoby was to this way of
thinking Chief of the Division of Internal Security, in other
'•'ords. a police nan . .nd in virtue of that fact one who should
act like a policeman. That is, a theft amon g the people in
the colony should be treated like a theft in any normal community
and punishment should be meted out--correspondingly. Peck and/
O'Brien became obsessed -Jith the notion that Jaco v y believed
the evacuees could do no wrong and that in consequence they
/ere ;ettin a^7ay with all 'sorts of heinous activities. The
two men also became obsessed with the de.sire to see convictions
established against offenders and strong sentences imposed.
There was no disposition s'own by either of them to understand
what Jacoby was really doing, -or what his purposes ' ere
how
he was seeking to achieve them. Peck and O'Brien, both of them
extremely emotional, conceived a blind-condemnation of Jacoby. .
The bitterness of these men towards Jacoby was reflected in
the business relationships as well as personal relationships.
In staff meetings the issue of c M m e and"punishment ca le "reouently to the fore. Coverley took a position more similar
to »that of Jacoby.1/
y

A fre:uentl3 changing

roup of Caucasian assistants completed

the administrative personnel of the Mess
V

nagement Section, but

they played but minor ~oles in the activities of the section Turing
the period of this account.
lr". TlTi meier, oj). cj.t. , pp. v 11-18.
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The Commiun ity Services, division:

A s or ig ins 1 ly organized this

division included as sections under it$ authority both internal
security and medical service, as well as the several other sections
which.were always under its supervision, but the former two sections
were separated from Community Services and established

independ-.

ent divisions' and will therefore be treated separately in the present discussion.
In the Project Instruction the functions of the Community Services Uvisioñ are broadly defined as:
To provide educational services; to promote a leisure-time program; to maintain social welfare services; to
further the
development of democratic institutions and the practice of <ge :ocratic methods among the evacuees.1/
To offer a crude delineation of the functions of this division
i r- contrasted-to other departments of ti e administration, it might
be said that its' aim was primarily* socialising" whereas the purposes
of the remaining
or "economic".

i vis ions might be described as either "managerial"
In this sense, the Community Services hi misión gar-

formed a unique role in the. co a -unity.

Its functions recuired that

the members of this Division look upon their relations with the

g

evacuees as more social and human than in other divisions, and it,
r
"
is not surprising

that the heaviest -concentration of those interest-

ed, in evacuee problems as human problems were in this divisions
This philosophy of the Community Services Division was the natural
outcome of the

eneral

:.A, policies which, embraced not only ,the

administrative and.economic management of the centers to provide
subsistence livings for the evacuees, but
" *

v,

hich gave equal emphasis

"XrPrbJec't Instruction No. .23, or). git.,

.
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to the aim of providing "a setting in which normal activities of
life can go on as nearly as possible like those of an ordinary
American community."1/

But because the functions of this division

were less clearly defined than in other divisions—the generality
of its name attests to the ill-defined scópe of its functions--,
its program evolved nore by experiment and assessing the needs of
the evacuees than by the .systematic pursuit of.pre-defined regulations»

The major functions of the division may be underrtood, how-

ever, from its sections which included: (a) community activities .
.(recreation), (b) education, (c) social welfare, (d) nursery schools
§nd (e) civic organizations.
Chief of the division was Mr. Paul Fleming who was

1

"ell-liked

and respected among both the Caucasians and the evacuees, and retain
ed a substantial reputation for sagacity and good judgement.

He is

cuiet and reserved and these characteristics have led some people to
conclude that *he is cool and aloof, but thos who know him less super
ficially are aware of his deep human understanding.

Prior to ac-

cepting a position with the ' .R.A. in June 1948, when he

rT

as appoint

ed. Chief of the Community Services Division, -he 'served for many
very progressive
years as vice-principal of the/Oakland Polytechnic High .School and
occasionally taught courses in education at the University of California.

His background eminently fitted him for supervision of

education at Tuie Lake, but his broad social interests also served
hi i well in the supervision of the other sections of his division.
In further description of his personality, Billigmeier states:
Paul Fleming is noted for his calm and steady disposition,
ir. Shirrell once remarked that he was convinced that the ^whole
co imunity could collapse ^nd Mr. Fleming would still remain
1/ ar Relocation Authority Tentative Policy Statement,
'ay 39, T94B. p. 1.
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cool and collected, puffin meditatively on his pipe planning
the steps to be taken.1/
,
The nature of his work as an administrative chief of a division
permitted only limited.contacts 'ith the evacuees during the wording day.

However, he was one of the few members of the appointed

personnel who frequently attended meetings of the community council,
one of the best single sources for s-uaging ^the :trend of community
sentiments, anc under Mr. Shirrell he was frequently called for
c nsuite tion -hen evacuee 'groups visited toe Project Director to
discuss particularly acute problems of the community.
his

r

rl

hus, despite

uiet,unassuming manner which was deceiving of his capability,

those '/ho knew him well reco ;nized in him a shrewd obre-ver of the
commun ity,
"hile Project Director, lir. Shirrell placed great value
on the advice of certain members of his staff; first among them
was Paul Fleming. In his farewell speech to the Caucasians
on the Project, Mr. Shirrell expressed his gratituoe to kr.
-nil e iinr' for his 'special contributions. He acj:nOwledr;ed tae
fact that he had leaned heavily upon Fleming's counsel during
his regime <
at Tule Lake.
"hen Coverley becaoe Project Director at Tule lake, a
new administrative policy -as adopted. Fleming did not loc__ .
upon the new policy "ith favor. Like other liberal members-ox
•-be'stnff he regarded Coverley's administration as an attempt
to convert the local ^ k . A . machinery into an old line ;overn. cental a-ency. Like the others in this roup, ie xelt that
c-uch a c^an-e in administrative policy could contribute lit -le
nod for the local administrative unit must be kept m close
contact - ith the people in the community. Though ne spo.ee o1-i® disa reement with the new policy, Fleming is unalterao,v
opposed to it. "I am one of those," he once -aid, "who do not
"eel - -e 1 ere in need of administrative reform."2g
uri ; the registration, Mr. Fleming had little part in either
planning or administering it since his division, in Mr. Coverley's
administrative plan, had nothing to do with the '.uestion.
x/

"hen he

BHTi r m eier, "Community Services Division," p. 1.
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was asked to assist, 1 r. Coverley

%

e uerted that he preside in

place of the Project Director at- the hear!

s held for the evacuees

"/ho had been removed to the isolation center "or refusing to re* ister.

"Fleming disliked this task immensely," according, to Billig-

ijeier.

'"

r

.'It wac frovi his

1

ife thf t we learned how much."l/

Fot long after, ' r. Fleming submitted his reri-nation to
" e effect5ve June II . According to his state lent he was leaving the . I.A, after one year's service as ' e had always intended to do. Others saw in his resignr tion a disaatir^action with the changes in the project administration, and in
the concept of the \h.A. itself. The project administration •
'--"1 altered profoundly in that first year.2/
In many respects the success of an administrator was to be'

measured yy- the degree of absence of criticise, directed against
i
him from both his colleagues and the evacuees.
the limitation's of -V e

.

in , ivin

By the nature of

adequate service to the

evacuees, it was difficult .to determine success in terms of achieve-'
menti If the absence of-criticism was a criteria-- of r-peers', J-'- .
Fleming was one of the most successful administrators at the TUle
»

"-o Project.
The largest ret?tion within the Cov.mmri.ity Services Division
was the ^Cuc--'tior Section.' ..i^h war re si ijnslbl^ "or the •-"tr" ~
c

u

•

,

elementsry • nd .secondary schools, adult education classes, a?d

vocational courses in preparation for relocation.

At the head of

this section war Mr. henneth H-'r'uess w ore functions we-e similar
to t-orw- of -- suj-erintend ent o"' city schools.
•

Jr. darkness had been r shhool superintendent in oouth
Dakota before acceptin* r position with the ' ar elocation lu' thority. He has had a rather varied educational experience
bavin-' spent ten years as an educator 5n district religions
schools in Mozambique, -.frier, b< - 'oi s re'nr .1 vg
^outh Dakota
schools. Tr. Har ness learned of the opportunity for him in

t.ne project schools it

rn

ule 1 ice throu / his brother, Dr.'

Shirrell.l/

#

.
Tf

-jXcept for the first, months of the project t hen

r, Fler.r'n ;

worked closely "it'-- ' r. h/ r'ness in plana in • the project schools,
the latter was allowed almost complete autonomy in the management
of school affairs, rlthou h ir. Fleming at all tines worked closely
7

ith the school superintendent.

• -ere always

The relations of the; e two men

ni-'le' rnd cooperative.

- iner" s repute.-

Ir. Harkness

tion for being an able administrator noted for his practical nature
i
"ith people, often offended others, and was highly opinionated.
o:e teacher stated, "Harkness loves to see people squirm.

As

Don't

was at times very Considerate and people were, in general, lenient
in their net appraisal of him.
- . - Below: wp.-Harkness ins the*
Principal of the T~igh

order of rank were Mr, Floyd 7/ild.er;

ohool, ' ,'r. . art in C o d e r s on, Principal of

"'"he 1 Jl omenta ry -'School,

nd the ?;es >ectiv<? Tice-J rincipals,

* Iker '.-ad ^iss Knry Dariin.
composed an unusually capable

'it- the erception of

1

r.

Glenn

ilder, they'

roup of school supervisors "ho, despite

the handicaps of the project schools, accomplished much toward the
establishment of reasonably decent schools.

It is needless to enter

into•a detailed discussion of the administrative troubles of the
schools at this point, but it may be said' that the enormity of the
problems, and the ensuing co-fusion In the project schools are scarcely
to be; imagined in schools elsewhere.
1/

At the source o f the difficulty

lilli -me-ier, "The education Section," p. 1.
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stran ely enough, was the intense desire of the school administrators and many of the teachers to maintain a high standard of instrue
tion, a level high enough to be acceptable to the California Hoard
of Education.

The schools, however, were hampered by its newness—

9

the' bulk of work in teacher recruit in ;, 3 ay in

out'oh programs, and

son on, were done scarcely a month prior to the opening of the

j

schools—; the governmental "red tape" in acquiring teachers, suppli
and' procedural authority; and, in general, the lack of facilities
and supplies with 'which to carry on even a .minimum basis of instruction.
In the matter of supplies., for example, none of the school
administrators were experienced in government procurement procedures
and • a almost chaotic situation existed for a tine,

In addition,

the Tule Lake school administrators encountered what they considered
serious "obstructionism" from the Regional Office, particularly from
a Mr. Gib-son of that off ice. who felt that hile Lake

as rnaki:-- : un-

reasonable demands "or supplies when the Regional Office had to
accommodate nil other projects as well.

Then the supplies arrived

.:t Tule Lake, s certain amount of conflict developed between
"hilder and lir. Gunderson as each accused the other of pirating more
than belonged to him.
Harkness came into conflict with the men under him when
they could not follow or agree gith his methods of ordering
and. distributing supplies. Harkness is*not a diplomatic nan
and he offended some of his colleagues bv his sharp rebukes.
Cunderson and Talker, the vice-principal of the high school,
-•rere able to overlook most of these incidents but ilder, the
hj h school ppincipM, tool: offense.l7
In the Pall of 1942, shortly after t ie opening of the schools,
the high schools were closed at the request of the administration
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to permit the studerOs to vfityc in the fields to supplement the
shortage of harvesters.

The school authorities were reluctant to

close the schools, but relented as no choice was open to them.
Ta the resultin ; confusion, of poor work supervision, transporta.ion breakdowns, and inadequate meals, for the school children,
a series of conflicts appeared between the school administrators
and the Farm Supervisor as well as the Transportation and Supplyofficers.
At this same time a conflict wrfrhin the Education Section
itself developed. Purine the hrrvest period, "r. ..ilder 'anted to o to Idaho to get his wife and child and bring them
back to Tule Lake. Jr. Aarkness, however, was much opposed to
his oing, because he contended that Mr. "ilder was needed on
-the proiect more than ever in order to organize the wor): of the
students on the farm. Wilder felt he had to leave then or not
at all. Harkness had been regularly postponing Aider's depart
ure until the latter - <as -unwillin ; to £elay it further. He
iijgft for Idaho despite the opposition Of , Harkness though he
didii* t "-now whether he would still -wve a job waiting him
when he returned to Tule Lake. The rancor that: this incident
caused persisted and increased as time went on.l/
After the registration of February and March 1943, V/ilder resigned from his position and for a time took charge of the personnel housing.

Sunderson succeeded

/ilder as principal of the hi h

school, and Mary Durkin suceeeded Gunderson as principal of the
elementary schools.' Harkness later resigned to take up colonial
administration work in connection with the Navy program, and for a
time there was talk of

ilder becoming either the superintendent

of schools or even of rep lac in :T r. Fleming after his departure
in June.- "Mr. Cozzens of the regional office promised him a ;;ood
position,

T

e won't let you go, we i ant to ketep you.

til I pet to via shin/"ton r O x t week.'

./ilder waited

ount • ait unian - weeks but

nothing materialized from the abundant promises Cozzens made and
"ilder finally left the project and the. ...... -."8/

2/ Ibid., p. 17.

*

^
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The source of the conflicts and recriminations among the
school administrators rested, apart from difficulties of maintaining the schools under the

enerally inadegaute. and disturbed condi-

tions of the project, largely in "r. ..ilder's owr inadequacies ~'nd
his sensitivity to criticism.
nr. ..ilder felt extremely bitter against both Mr. Harkness and ;Mr. Gunderson. He accused the latter of trying to
undermine his position at Tule Lake, and of aspiring ko his
principalship. There was not basis for this accusation, certainly. Gunderson has always been very careful in word and
action about criticizing anyone OJ£ the proiect staff. He always
expressed the conviction that 'ilder "as an able school administrator who was well grounded both in educational theory and_
in practice. Many teachers, however, felt that "ilder was a
very pleasant -entleman who was-not very capable but had the
wisdom to le°ve the affairs of the high school to the hands
of Mr. walker, Hiss Jader^uist, anc to his evacuee secretary,
Hose" Xatagiri. Mr. " ilder, realizing this general criticism
of him, tried to impress upon people the fact that he had always worked in close co-operation with Glen alker and the
work that the latter had accomplished was substantially his
own contribution. Walker, the vice-principal, was an unusually capable young man of 27 upon whom a great sharjs of the. burden of school administration fell.
gilder be an to feel that almost everyone on the porject
was againsf hji. Certainly the teachers on the high school
staff preferred Gunderson as a principal, and this probably
contributed to the bitterness hi" der felt against Gunderson. A
great deal of personal unpleasantness occurred from vTile! erT s
bitterness despite the fact that Gunderson, who "as at loss to
understand the resentment tried to minimize the friction which
existed.!,/
Because the thirty to forty teachers {'it constantly varied)
constituted a large proportion

of the Caucasian perron"el on the

\

project, and unlike. the.0idministratives staff the teachers were
largely women, their presence contributed to the social life of
the appointed staff.

The

;roup varied - widely in ability for a few

unusually capable teachers and personality/ere attracted to.-the pro~J 3i 11 i :meier, oj). cij;., pp. 17-18.
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1 ect by. considerations other-than salaries alone, "but because of
the general teacher shortage and the difficulties of inducing
people to • ork and live in the limited cir cumste ces at .T -le La' -e,
the staff i eluded s

oodly proportion of colorless people as well.

One of the few compensations of life at Tule Lake for the teachers
was the almost total absence of community restrictions on the peril
sonal lives of the teachers as a consequence of which they were able
to enter into the social .life of the administrative' ar>ea -ithout
inhibitions".

' t bhe'same time, the admi nistrative pe--ronnel were

inclined - to look upon the teachers as s

group -somewhat apart

and lower than themselves in status., who were rather to be^endured
than accepted. Only a limited number of the more interesting per*
i
sonalities among them were'drawn into the1' mound of : if e c iaractejrizing the community of the personnel.
The Adult .Education Section headed by Dr.

'ranees,

while nominally under the direction of^Mr. Harkness, largely functioned as an autonomous section within Community Services.

Courses

•;au ;ht in the section included a wide variety of Vocational training,
lit) era! arts and science sub .5 ect si/, • largely instructed by evacuee
teochers.

The type of courses offered, therefore, depended. i" a

large degree upon the teachers ?vailcble, and their syste.matization
:"nto r well-rounded curriculum war extremely difficult under the
circumstance.

Most of Dr. Frances* duties concerned supervision

over her evacuee instructors, and her concern
affairs of other departments were limited

;

ith the admir. istra tivo

Among the few evacuees

who '--new her%, she wre sometime referred to as "the dictator" an."
"the^ battle-axe" because of her cold, business-like eff iciency and
TT^TCTean Dispatch, August 3, 1943, p. 3.
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occasiona] demands' for a co-; -nab: e efficiency from her staff!/,
hut she was also respected for her long experience and knowledge
of tile field of adult education.
The Nursery Jchool program, was under the superivision of Miss •.
ITariaiine Robinson, e Vassar graduate whose node of thou :rt and outward mien bespoke her background at the/college.

Although c uiet and

£-•newhat difficult to approach, she was ^ e l l liked by her staff of
evacuee girl assistants and respected for her intelligence.

Like

11 :ot- er educational functions, on the project,
0 this program too
was limited by the lack of supplies'.and equipment as well us of
trained teacher material.
In the original plan of administrative organization, the Social
; elfere Section corstrfeuted a sub-section of the Internal Security
lection v' ich *:as alsd included within Com nunity

Services,

because

of the disturbances to normal family life resulting from, the evacu81ion and the extent to which the federal agency, infadea the per-,
sonal"lives"of people within the relocation center, the functions
of tl is social welfare department were at "once unicue and extersive.
Included, a-long its functions were;

*

.certification of need 'for public assistance
d
. e 1 i ibility for clothing., allowances; investigation of eligi\ bility for transfer's -between projects; service to. families in ^
case ofr' funerals; receipt and distribution of donated, clothing
to needy persons; investigation of requests of families to
loin interned relatives; operation of housekeeping services on
a need basis, case work activities in all cases involving p r e delinquent minors: care-and pis cement of orphans; prostitution:
ille itimacy; family disputes and domestic problems; physically handicapped cases; psychiatric problems; and general service,
to families of nixed racial mar; la es. 1/ [ M addition, medical
social ,rork assistance was rendered at the hospital.)
The section was first headed by Mrs. Louise Halle who had practical. social welfare experience in a highly organized department
1/ :.ro;ect Instruction ITo.

p; 10.
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in California prior to coning to Tule Lake, but who experienced/
considers "ole e if faculty in organizing her own department under the
conditions at the project.

"i'rs. Halle couldn't operate

an elaborate set of rules and procedures.

itnout

At the samd time she

lacked the ability to draw up such a set of rules and procedures
for the department.

Although she had worl.ed in various 'social agen-

cies she was unable to organize such a department and make it function efficiently."!;'

Jhe desired more supervision from her immedi-

ate superior, Dr. Jacob^, hut rebelled against the su; erviaion that
was"offered.

The lack of trained personnel among the evacuees not

only upset her, hut' she found difficulty in working with those who
^ -ere selected from emo:-\ the number of applicants.
Halle had difficulty in establish in.' harmonious relations
v-ith the evacuees work in,;in her department, "or one thing
she was conscious of race, and was more conscious of being,
"white" and a member of the governing elite than were Siberson
Jacoby, or'Haul Hleming. Her i orkers felt that she had a condescending attitude towards them and was unsympathetic towards
the people in the colony. -Certainly she Inspired little confidence on the part of the evacuees.2/
Facial tics, extreme nervousness and other idiosyncracies,
which became progressively worse as her administrative problems
increased, caused members.of the appointed staff to refer to her as
"the shaky .lady" and "off her trolley".5/

When the Internal Securi

ty Section was separated from-Community Services'and formed into a.
division, Social Welfare was assigned'-fa the former, but Mrs. Hnlle
raised inane accusations against Br. Jacoby, of poor manage art,
and har section was returned to the Community Services Division
to relieve the conflict.

The change produced no improvement in

Mrs. Halles relations within-the administration, but. the difficulty
:—

Xr~Tn:ig.:ucier, "Community Services Division," p. 10.
2! Ibid., p. 9,
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was solved when Mrs. Halle suffered a nervous breakdown, took a
leave of absence and -did not return.

It was Baid that domestic

difficulties' with her husband from whom she was separated- contributed to her state of personal disorganization.
In the absence of a Caucasian supervisor, Kiss P'aoko Hoshino,
a certified Nisei social worker'recently graduated from the University of California, took charge of the department.

There-were con-

flicting opinions from her evacuee assistants as to her competence
in. handling t" e work hers&Lf, some contending that she was too young
and inexperienced for a supervisory and or;< anizing function, while
others felt that she was fully as capable as any Caucasian would be
and that considerations of race shouldn't be, permitted to prevent
her assignment as section head.

In November 194a, Cpr3 i.es Carter,

whose training was largely an anthropology, joined the Community
Services Division-to serve a

eneral utility position under >1lemin; .

Phi e he was made nominal head of the Social ..elfare Section, most
of the supervisory function of the section was turned over to Dorothy Montgomery

:r

ho arrived a few weeks after Carter.

Carter re-

stricted his contacts with the a'ffairs of the department, but Ponfcgomery had the task of winning over the evacuee workers after their
unfortunate experience under Mrs. Halle and the belief of some th'at
Miss Hoshino should have
been retained as head of the section,
»

P- is

she successfully accomplished over a period of time.
Dorothy Montgomery worked hard and spends many hours
after work making calls or helping people who call at her_ •
apartment. In contrast to I.Irs. Halle, she has a sincere interest in the welfare of the evacuees. Miss Montgomery is especially interested in preventative work and has frequently
talked to teachers and students and to other groups on problems
o"P vounr p-eople and juvenile delinquency. She manes great eiforts to ret to know the evacuees and to secure their confidence.
t
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ghe has learned"various Japanese greetings to put Issei, at
ease and ecase some of the barriers they may feel in talking
with her. It is generally agreed among the Caucasians that
she is doing a good job.1 '
\

/

A fourth section within Community Services was Community Acgivities, another name-for recreation.

In the V/.R.A. policy, this

was one of the community functions which it was felt should largely
be activated and maintained by the evacuees themselves, and it was
proposed that even in the financing of recreational activities, the
«

evacuees should contribute as much as possible from their own nurses.
The responsibility of the section head, therefore, was principally
to stimulate and assist the community'a; recreational activities
rather than to supervise it, which it clearly stated in t ie. definition of the function of the section:
Responsible for assistance to the colonists in the establishment, -maintenance, and coordination of all formal and inform-'
all associations in leisure-time pursuits in which the colonists
narticipate... v It is the responsibility of the: section to
"stimulate as large a. participation as possible.?J
The first lead of the section was Theodore laller, a young man
of about thirty.who had .had varied work experiences during and between his studies of public administration at the University of
Chicago and the University of California, and had headed a large
staff of WYA workers prior to his acceptance at Tule Lake.

.llthough

he was friendly and widely knowa among the evacuees, both the Caucasians and evacuees found many of his characteristics objectionable.
He clearly possessed many signs of personal disornaniza- . tion. While* -he was active and energetic, in the extreme, much
of bis aotivity might be described as wasted motion and undisciplined energy, treauently, he would, throw 'himself .headlong.
into a sentence and M d w e y throu -h - t?uld develop. an agonizing ,
• • --si o 1 r buttering ar • or da failed him. IP was impetuous in
f
extreme whin
iuc e?ent£ verb-11 y a- -"-at ar tic;- f le to
mind and also mak3n~: fre uent errors because of the lac;: oi
clear for at.hou ""t, ^tii " — ~ — H e
rssumecgairs oigiicon-e-tion^lit--, exhibited an unnr tural extroversion as oi one^
- r-ho had cultivated it, and expressed his sociability tarougn

#

• ¿/ .--lid-, P. 13.
•2/ Project Instruction lo. 29, g,

.

>

a back-slap'-.in; , strong hand-shake technirue. The administrative personnel regarded him as one of their more difficult embers, but those - o understood ' is problems, like I Irs. Jh irceli,
frequently 'stepped on him' in a good-natured way to keep him
. in line.
-On the other hand, such traits as M s onthvsi^sm -mo
like in. ""or *grand plans' were a definite asset in,the produc. tion of major recreational events such as the 4th of July and
the Labor Day festivities, and the Popularity Contest. The
magnitude of there urograms (for a relocation center), the
considerable ^ ork put into them, and the "ide publicity M v e n
them probably had much to do - 1th their success.1/.
.'Although " aller was liked for his friendliness and sociability,
he o:"ten irritated others by h^s frequent and uninhibited expression
of ill-considered ideas, and M s poor administrative habits.
one occasion, he almost-precipitated a fi ht beifeween
and himself

'hen T'aller at emptec" to ("iract the

T
f ,

On

J. Cook

"f^ i" 'S oh the

e-

ports Dèvision during Cook's absence..•In the total assessment of
his work' as Head of the. Community' Activities Section, it seems that
be was effective in stimulating interest in recreational activities,
but he failed in'providing administrative assistance, such as in
rocu:. ement, vine'' the department needed badly,
c

"

•

"aller le "t in Oct-

- '

For a time, Corlies. Carter provided administrative supervision
over

Community Activitiesbut Harry Hayeda, who had.served under

r

i3ker as hssistmt Supervisor, v?.s appointed to Head the Section

tHerèby b e&ame 1$he first -eva que e to gain a supervisory position.-.'
by the Tul^e Lake ac minis
*"t * t,h
h1 e a dm in i ' trr tion, Fayed- , ' 'b- 1 'a r Ve. grded
ag the out stand in." "'Tiséi lee'er, ?nr -'ell accepted by M e appointed
(

Although Kayoéa ergere i7, ed a great deal o£ immediste cont-ol , he

• eport) . p. 2'7,

Thc \cinii i£tr-t' e PI5n

-

often consulted nor lies Carter in the formation o" -o*1 icy, --5n establishing contsot 3 bct-reen the Community 1ctiviVi.es Section •
/

and other divisions.
Carter^ position in the Community Services Division

-as never

clearly defined, but it emerged over time into 'a position of assistant'to

Mr. Fleming in the administration^of t h e division.

Although

Carter was officialV listed'rs lead of the Social ,Telfare Section,
T
;
he
1 vtt.s regarded by r. ricmin.-; • id others v;ho 'mev of 'lis y/or?-: as

Is^ociate Chief of the Community Services Divis ion.

~r. Sleniov

reta iner" direct supervision of or the education section bee-use of
his lonr;-stand in.;; interest in • that field, as well as the .r-'—ard- g
neos

of pi:.-"in : M r. Carter over ' r. Ilarlmesr -'ho rerf-s ' i-.her than ,

tho fo. -nor hotiv in a,;;e and civil -service r- tin,.

71e:iin- also re-

tained supervision of the civic, or a nidations, out Garter 'vorhed
closely T'iti: Mr. S l e m x n g in all other funbtidns of the division.
1

Paul rTle r'j.v h-"s del: ated ' is- supervi- ory responsibility
for tie Social heIfare Section and the Community Activities
ectiois.to Corlios Carter. Carter has also been given overall
divisional responsibility for cost accounting, property control,•
od "or the 'requisitionin of sup . M a s and e puip lent. Xa addition he supervises the buildings and transport' tioh nvhiCJh
- as, until his recent departure, under the «Im -ediate direction
of Joe "'rjxi. Paul Fleming -nd nprlies Carter "örked • closeiy
- "together in 'drawing up the budget for the Community Services - •
Division.1 '
einalhy,

there eniste'" In the "0 ran/t;

i- i.e:•, t" e Ci*ric C

'ervic.es

nirr tion 'action, "' ich iccordi

Oi*
' a the ~ut-

1 i'. e of t he d iv is ion va s:'
':esponsible for community government, by the evacuees to further the development of democratic institutions, and the practice of democratic n.thode, inv&ivi.i, Icr.i-1 tive, judicial,
.and executive functions in. governing: the colony 1 1th in the.
lr lit;-t ions prescribed by the 'far „¿elocr.tio 1 Authority.£/
"1"T ibid., p. .
hroject Instruction "To. ?-9., p. 10.
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'hile the Intent of the statement is that the Commun ity Ser- '

vices Division should 'supervise tha • ctivities of the Community '
Council, in actual practice the Division interfered very little
in the affairs of the Councils

" r.

'leming, as well as Don Jitter-

son. Head" of Civic Organizations, frequently sat in with.the Council
\
in .an advisory capacity,'hut they served more as observers than -as ;
supervisors.
division,

Because "lairy Tiayeda

as a section head v'ithih the

i;.. he - c a also President. of the Counc-iL, certain amount

of c nril&ation on community

-overnment problems were car ried oh

informally within the Division.
The Division, however,

as administratively responsible in

or 'ani-^in. , assisting .ana supervising the block managers "ho
-

were

not a political group but rather the evacuee extension of the

administration,

;7

he function of the block

"ana,- ers, one of '-'horn

was appointed for each block, was to communicate administrative in-.
formation to the M o» c k residents -nhd serve as liaison bet 'een t' e
administration and the evacuees in providing the household and per1

*

sonal needs of the latter.

Don 21berson' served from June t.o Decem-

ber 19'E as Head of Civic Or animation. and achieved i
considerable
success with his evacuee staff by f o l l o w i n g a policy of dele.--ting
.maximum responsibility to'the evacuees themselves and himself acting
largely in e liaison, capacity.

Among

the Evacuees,

libers >n was

regarded as one of the very small p o u p in the appointed personnel
with "an understanding of r,he evacueesE; and at least under ¿¿m •
ohirrell, he was often called in to assist in dealing with the
evacuees in conflicts between them and the 'administration.

Plber-.

son became Chief' of Community Enterprises in December 194-2, when
the Co-op was formally established at Tule Lake, and his place in
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the Civic Organization Section was taken by Bob Ota, an evacuee,

and still later by Dan Sakahard.
'
:Iealt h Division: ./bile the health 'division is formally
placed within the Comrau ity Services as a section, it has always
\

been treated as a civ is ion since the line of authority and c o n u n i cation has .generally been directly from the Project Director to
the Chief Medical Officer.

All' medical, dental, hospital, and

enera1 services, were cent: alized in the base hospital, and it
was the responsibility of the Chief. Medical Officer to supervise
and maintain these services for the physical welfare of the community.

The hospital has at times been called a "Cooperative Clinic"

and this is descriptive of its purppose within the project.
h'hvj fii-;yb Ghiuf Medical O f f i c i i — s vb. . A. A. Carson.,

* — —

or^-'hjaL fori.1- who h-5.>1 buun pi^cticiu,-, Li thb "')-.:.,—Au ,lu."i "'{.Coru— .
'"Is •> p^'-'ln A^-js. L l,u Tulu L-A.u.

:

The first of the two.Chief Medical Officers to serve at Tule
Lake was Drf A. F. Cars6n,n middle-a; ed m n ,
high-school aged children.

tarried, with several,

Billigmeier says, "Ae is a small man

and is very sensitive about his size.

He has the somewhat defiant

attitude often affected by small males."1/

Before accepting a posi
/

tion with i• • e ' '.E.'A., he had practiced successfully for some' years
.in the East Bay Area.
Ithough nominally Dr. Carson was responsible to the Chief of
his division, ;-tr. Fleming, the latter disclaimed any knowledge of
hospital administration, • nd the practice was established of direct
communication between Dr. Carson and ' r. Shirrell, and the Chief
»
edical Officer had full authority over the hospital. The main'
"rork relations of the .latter, t herefore, were with the evacuee prof
~~T' 3i'"Ti" sieier Report, "Hospital and Hospital Staff", p. 6.
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essional and semi-professional staff, and with the "ew Caucasian
doctors and nurses who completed the staff.

Probably less due to

the lack of ability on the part of Dr. Carson than due to the -eneral situation of evacuee physicians following evacuation, criticism
of his administration

'as prominent throu hout his stay.

The major

dtoplaint of the evacuee physicians was that Dr. Carson's efforts
rt procurement of

iedica.1 supplies were inadequate,

nc that as a

physician he lacked sufficient knowledge of its specialized fields
to appreciate the inadequacies of. the hospital.

"he evidence shows^

•

the Dr. Carson did mice repeated and urgent requests to

xeet the •

demands of his staff,, hut .to a large extent he "ss havered by
the YJ.R.A. policies and procedures, in regards- to medical supplies.
TTe left the project in December 19^3 to r e c e i v e a commission in the
"Mavy as a medical officer, but with an attitude thoroughly antagonistic to the bulk oi evacuees.
Dr. CarsonT s successor, Dr. Reece M. Pedicord, ws an older man
medicine
who had practiced/many ^ears in

r

est Virginia, where he, with several

other doctors, staffed and administered a hospital.
administration

Dr. Pedicord T s

enerated far more antagonism and discontent than

had Dr. Carson's, and tvxtsg under the new Chief ~redical Of icer,
the evacuee physicians came to speak with comparative favor of
Dr. Carson.

Dr. Pedicord, "who was a blunt, outspoken old man of

retiring age, immediately imposed a program of economy in procurement which the staff severely criticized.
a practice of supervisin

'urthermore, he instituted

very closely t ie activities of. all the

doctors which the latter strongly resented since they were convinced
of Dr. Pedicord's incompetence as a medical practitioner.

The form
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of supervision included countermanding of orders issued by evacuee
doctors, postponed operations, altered medical charts and general
criticisms of the practices of his subordinates.

Although the rela-

tions of Dr. Pedicord with the evacuee physicians gradually improved
the latter1 s antagonism toward him "•as never completely erased.
In June, 1943, a petition re^uestin- Dr. Pedicord's removal and
replacement \ ith Dr. Colliers, who had served briefly- but

ith suc-

cess at Tule Lake, was sent to the national office, but Coverify
refused to take action on the petition,

:

ub.f eque: tly, Dr. Pedicord

left the project when he was attacked during the--November 1945 riot
at Tule Lake, og_\;' ich time the antagonism of the evacuee population
toward him had risen to a high pitch.

The characteristic complaint

a ainst him was that he was prejudiced, used the

term, "Jap", con-

tinually, was dictatorial, and did not have -the welfare of the community at heart.

• .

The Internal Security Division:

The division was originally

included as a section within the Community Services Division but,
or the purpose of rationalization, Internal Security was established as a separate unit in July 1942 with Dr. Harold Jacoby as the
division chief.

T" e division was composed of the Fire Control,
i

Warden (police), and Probation and Parole Sections.
The Fire Control Section under the superJvisioa of Chief ' !r eat
Phoads

'as a highly efficient and Self sustaining unit headed by a
y
V
man both conscientious and able in his duties, and Dr. Jacoby did

nothing to interfere with the functions of the department, egcept to
i
perform the routine administrative reports, since he admittedly '-new
nothing about fire control.

Chief Phoadf had learned his trade
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municipal
in a California
well.

fire department and

"idently had learned it

He i ipart ed his knO' -le" ?e to a group of young men• whom he

selected, and no administrative officer
workers than C"!ief Hhoads.

as more proud of his evacuee

Pur in. the early months od the project,

he undertook a vigorous, campaign to warn the people of the acute
fire hazards of the center structure.

On the whole, he -as very

well liked and respected by those who worked under him.
Dr. Jacoby had been selected to head the warden's organization
by kr. -Shirr ell because the latter

felt that law enforcement,

at a relocation center would differ from police

1

ork on the outride,

and he desired $ sociologist rather than a policeman for the supervisor o.f the department.

Dr. Jacoby received his Ph. S., in soci-

ology "rem the. University of Pennsylvania, and taught for a number
of years -s Professor- of Sociology at Pacific College in Stockton,
doth ' e and M m

• "ife T ere - mo

; the best liked members of the appoint

ed sta "'f • ith the evacuees, and was much respected among the liberal
members of the appointed staff.

On the other hand,'a lohg-standing

diss, seewent and even hostility existed between Jacoby and O'Srien,
the project attorney, abetted .by Peck, Cook, and a few others,who
were extremely, critical of Jacoby's' failure to apply stricter dj.sci; line to la* -iolato-*s among the evacuees,

because of the frus-r'

trating experiences of the registration crisis, "'/hen the administrnV

tion encountered "•hat seemed to them a deliberately planned defiance
of

kk.k. policy, a large portion o? the blame 'or the f-iluregof

this program was placed upon the.lax law enforcement policy that had
existed under Mr. Shirrell - nd Dr. Jacoby,

In defense of this policy

Or. Jac.oby contended that he was not averse to punishlw: those ' ho
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were law-breakers, that he made every effort to apprehend those who
committed acts of misdemeanor; but he disagreed with O'Brien on
the definition of crimes at the project, and on the temerity of
the punishment that should be meted out.

Because of the severe '

criticism of his policy during the registration, Tacoby submitted
his resignation on Aprill, 1945 to become effective one month later,
At the same time, Dillon ~~;rer rernested investigation of char es
a. ainst J'acoby of his incompetence as internal Security supervisor,
and Co~orley in his reply cleared J'acoby hinting that the fault lay
rather in the-general policy of leniency' adopted by Ihirrell.

Mol-

lowing Tacoby* s refusal to reco isider his resignation, Mr. Coverley"
strongly urged that'Dr. J * coby be considered for Diiief of Community
Services replacing "tr. Mleming who was re si nir , but since this
involved a two-grade promotion for Dr. Jacob,' (c isapp roved in Ci< il
service regulations on promotions)x the appoi tment was not r.pproved.i/
""Dr. or:coby's relations w i th 11 j.s {jaucasian sta fx! was generally
amicable.

His only assistant until the registration crisis was

Mr« Peter Kristovitch, a recent graduate in police work.

The latter

resigned in Iv rch 1~'45 when he was drafted for military service. .
Additions'to the staff during the registration we?'5e Mr. Delbert
Cole, Mr. 7 e is, and Mr. Borbeck, all of whom 'respected Dp. Ja.coby' s
integrity,

" r. Cole served as Acting Chief of Internal Security

fter J coby's departure.
P u W JLc ^ojfejs Division:

It E

~unc t ion s a re def in ed a s " "'o' exe- '

cute all engineering, constructioil and maintenance programs arising
»

in'cor •ection with; the operation of this project,"2/

<

Avery phase

of construction and maintenace on the p r o e c t , exce t those, .involv~TF ""et'ter, Jacoby to Gov-; rley, Moril 1, 1945.
Letter, C^verrey :o -Iyer, ...pril 1:, 19eh.
T,otter, (loverley to Myer, March S3, I": '3.
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ing construction and repairs for personal _ urpo^es, °eèl within
the authority of the Publio ..'orks Division "nel required clearance
from that division before they could be undertaken.

Before the

op en in : of the projects, the national office of the ';r.B.A. had
established a policy of leaving much of the project construction,
of schools, factory buildings, • nd auditoriums, for the evacuee
construction workers on the theory that this would provide an occu-;
national outlet for them during the initial moiit'as.

Thp policy

failed to take account of the inefficiency that would exist in the
evacuee construction crews which were unwilling to extend themselves
for the nominal wages they received, and Dillon Myer later admitted
that the policy had been a mistake.

At the Tuie Lake Project a

large-scale construction, as well as maintenance, program was undertaken including the building of schools, factories and additions to
the .hospital and administration buildings, and the

a ;nitude of

its tas'-s therefore "as duplicated only in the a ricultura 1 division.
' Ir. P. V. Siattery,snax the Chief of the Public ""orks Division,
was one of the most criticized men on the project largely because
the work of his division affected almost every phase of the project,
but also ' ecause it was felt that he was inefficient in disposili;
requests ^or construction and maintenance work.

The fact that the

Public Works Division "8s called upon ,t0 serve almost every other
division and section on the project is an important consideration.
administration,
in an evaluation of its/x&xk, for these • erec.ifficulties of the
division not shared by most other departments of the administration.
Initially, strong pressure was exerted upon the division to complete
the inside wills of the barrack residences in preparation for the
anticipated severity of winter ^weather.

At the same time, the
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farm project which developed vary rapidly- in the su liner of 194-2
demanded.improvements on irrigation ditches and roads, building
of a farm mess hall, Use of surveying equipment for determining
the contour and sizes of farm plots, 'and otherwise required construction and maintenance service from the Public horks Division.

The

Administrative Division demanded new office space and re-partitioning of old offices and barracks.

The hospital required, by August

1942, an annex to -its main structure to meet the-un-anticipated
requirements upon medical service. At the same time, the project
providing temporary classroom space
schools placed urgent r'ecuests""fioaf reconstruction ofb&rrecFsTto
permit the opening of classes in early September.

The pressure

of demands from all directions was felt by all members of the staff,
-ind. eventually affected the'evacuee - orkers who- constantly threatento
ed/aridon one occasion did rebel against the demands of their supervisors.
The chief complaint against Mr. Slattery was that he ma int.-- ined ;
a too inflexible organization to meet these emergency demands, and
that he himself desired-personally to supervise ali aspects of
his divisionès functions.

The risei head of the farm technical

staff complained:
he 1 ve asked r. Slattery time and again for the-use of
surveyini : instruments so that we can determine accurately the
contours of the land and the sizes of the farm plots. This
is absolutely-necessary in farm, planning. Mr. Slattery promised us that' he would send out his surveryers to make the measure
ments we want, but even after several inquiries nothing was
done about it. ' e then asked him whether we might not be permitted to use the instruments ourselves, but he refuses to release them to us. I know that he has several that aren't in
use because I've seen them lieing around the public works
building.1/
A frequent complaint was that Tir. Slattery too solicitous of
1/ niyamotp Notes, August 1", 1940.
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h'is authority over every section and phasevof his division and too
uncompromising in his requirement that others abide by his opinions.
. ssistant

:ortly Project Director '•{<' yes who had authority over

'Slattery "-'rote to the latter concerning one of these complaints.
shortly before our meeting Mr. Laflin (Washington office)
visited the Project,- and upon completion of his. ins.©petion
expressed himself as being critical of the delegation of authority tfaat thus, far has been riven Mr. Miller. He expressed
himself being of the opinion that you were not realizing the
full benefit of Jr. Miller's services by reason that you were
personally" maintaining too close a supervision over this phase
of our program. If this be true, then I presume there are
reasons.1/
Replying to this letter, Mr. Slattery commented:
I relieve there is considerable difference of opinion between
what you understood from Mr. Laflin and what Mr. Laflin .really
intended. If, however, Mr. Laflin did express dissatisfaction
I think it was ruite unfair to do so without giving me an opportunity to present the facts and cases. For your #infornation,
I battled the problem alone all last summer (1942) as Mr. Miller did not report to the Project until the tenth of September.
Time after time it was necessary to explain the various procedures and combat the apparently unlimited amount of more or
less crack-pot suggestions continually being proposed.
The: e has not been a month since Mr. Miller's arrival on
the Project he has not been, some time or other, absent from
the area. (Lists T iller's absences: 13 days unofficial, P,0
days official, in five months)
If I had not kept in close touch with all the aspects of
this development, situations would ave been worse than it appears at this time. I realise that it is difficult to entirely
turn over all operations to another person, especially when one
is £o familiar with all of the details, not only do they pertain to actual work on the project but to the understandings "dd
agreements with other a encies. 1 believe we'all may have some
faults re ardin the thin; s we are anxious to get done. In
f- ct, if you '-'ill analyze your own tendencies ~ou will probably
realize that you frer umitly assign work to my section heads
without advi^in me of this action. I have been 'very tolerant
of this as T understood it was an effort to get tfye job done.
However, you must admit it sometimes is embarrassing for me to
find one of my ere"'? on a job I did not know was being undertaken.
I think you will find at the present time Mr. Miller has
all the responsibility that he can take care of and ,;e ';?ill
rMe- him fully responsible for all operations M y
~1r Memorandum. Hayes to ..lattery, March JL8, 1M-5. 1Q/7,
¡5/ Memorandum, Hayiss Slattery to Hayes, March
A* •
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Conflicts between the agricultural and the public works division
which Were freguent and almost .continuous involved urgent* demands
from the farm supervisor for various construction work on the farm,
disagreement ?s to the specifications for the construction, ead frequSgt disagreement as to the spheres of authority of the two divisions.

In the following letter, Mr.-Hayes, represents Slattery' s

reprimand to

n

arm Supervisor Fa 11am to the latter* s division chief,

?ir. Zimmer,
The responsibility for the installation of irrigation and
drainage facilities at the ^arm rests with the Public Porks
Division. Of late it mild appear that Mr. Hal lain has over' - 'tapped h is preorsgtives as hag m superintendent -na rhateref e-'ed
excessively in this activity. I can recognize and appreciate
that he is only trying to help, but on the other hand, should
the interference continue, * I e n only see troir le developing
and possibly so ie embarrassment. I realize full well tha t
t^ere is a very close relationship between the two divisions
with regard to this activity, that is, to get the most emergent
- . ditches installed first, the Public Porks Division is naturally.;
t^svrfisrst "oirg '•' c : • ve to rely g" "ttg much ci your jud'm-nt
to the most emergent ditches. Hox7ev.tr, as f" r ^ c' syr c * -^i cat ion s
and installations tfe c-oncemed, this is not for the Agricul-.
ture Division t c be 'concerned••with, and this is. the activity
in which y.iv# Fellam has been interfering of which I am critical.
T do not co do: e M s recent dr.rcui a ion' with the Bureau (U.
'
.Bureau of Irrigation and - Reclamation) regarding specifications g|
because I have not tl.e sll N t e r t "d uht t' ^t 5.J- ha s left with the
Bureau an Impression th't J-hore is confusion at the Project,
Not on!*~r is it likely to leave bad impressions with, the Bureau
but a£ wel 1 creates bad morale problems An the .Public or!:s
Division who anticipates this function to he their responsibility and not that of the-Agriculture Division,! '
Hayes himself had; his conflicts with Slattery.

Mr. Slattery,

as a professional engineer, often Voiced the view that his department was too much intereflereo. with by laymen who knew nothing about
the functions of his office.

1 ' • etter, Payes to

Cn t' a other hand,

P mar,

-?re; no- '1

.pril 16, 19 g.

' -

the p_oject

istrators " no *,Ten.fc to the Public

>n h ow t'ie construction r hould ^e done,

1

'bile'

cal of Mr, . 1 1 ? :nf s intereference with the Public

.orAs division

lie yes

"is criti-

.03 l:e Division.,

the toll >win.. letoer suggests that "r, Jo yes hi r: elf 'nc juilty of
a
similarinterference, though perhaps with better reason.

In/corres-

pondence'addressed to Mr, Slattery discussing the partitioning of
the Administration Buildings, Hayes wrote:.
• At the outset of our discussions I recollect having brought*
• to your attention and to X-Tr. • Donovan* s (superinted en t of constructions) as well ""hat I did not approve the type ofg partitions that had previously been designee, i.e.., that the cone
struct ion was too elaborate' and too. strong and that afterwords
the. appearance was left that we were building a building v.'ithin
a building. ' In all it was my feeling, and I have- not since
changed, that as a result of this construction/ there was a
waste of man-hours and materials. - To avoid recurrence I sag;-.est
ed that in the design to b- pre;;-red notiiia stronger than'a
S x- S be-used'-except pqss$My for door .¿iambs and. that sheetroclcs
be placed on. one side only, I .lurthor su.. :-sted '¡hat 'you use
sheet :1a ss in lieu of six li it "inCow sashes. A.t that -time
I wa ' to some degree assured that in the design to be drawn
up partitions would be constructed, as I had outlined. %
"ollowing our discussions I was presented with a floor
plan (not in any souse a. detailed drawing) for approval. This
covered the second and third rings of the group. This was
substantially correct, and inasmuch as there had been Considerable delay in the preparation thereof, I initialed, and
approved it without other than r cursory examination^. The'
approval vrs given, you nay recall, in the .hallway or corridor between wings 2 and 15 ".'here you as^ed fee to approve the
plan.
.
I
Last Priday, .April 9, wad after three months, Ar. Donovan
presented me with detailed plans, which much to^lny surprise
"-e"e not ve.s I had outline to you. .As a matter of fact, xupon
examination there was found to be an error Of some 13 inches' in the floor plan. This, in itself, was not so hard to understand as the fact that the type of construction I had recont ended 8 id authorized, had not in any sense of the word been follow• • 'ed, • id as a matter of fact tie proposed drawing followed very
closely the pattern of ori; iial partition installations with
the exception of glass. Following this 1 called at your office
with Jr. Jonovan and expressed my disap ointment over the plan
that.had been drawn and requested at that time that the con-
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struct ion be' altered follow in ; riy original instructions.
Thip v.ras agreed • 1th one exception—that £ x 4 T s be left as
s h o w — a n d rather reluctantly I agreed. Gn Saturday, however,
and upon seeing what the construction would be with"the use of
2 x 4* s, I ordered that a little work that had been installed
at that pile be t ah en -down and that " x 2 ' s b e substituted.
The construction that is going on now is exactly as X wanted
and, I night add, has net with the approval of all divisions
that will receive benefit from the installation.
In all, it is ny ^eelirn: that entirely toe much emphasis
•"a£ given in the drawing of details that were hot required,
I don't believe anything more than a sketch would have been
reauired in •'"•his case. It would seem t1 " t the work of your
• draftsmen was not - checked, a detail which X think should be
iven very close inspection if for no other teason than to
in sur e • effici en t. u se of ma t eri a 1 s. 1 '
..' atever the reason, there was eonsta.t complaint that the
Public ..orks Division could not be trusted to start wàfck on any
project without a Ion; period of stalling. »
ffiie A,::;rloul-ture and, industry Division:

The Division was res-

ponsible for the planting, growing and harvesting of crops on its
3,600 acre farm; for the breeding, raising and slaughtering of hogs
and for the raising of poultry for eggs and meat production,

There

•also -/as e marketing section responsible for the storage, packing,
shipping, distribution and sale of all farm products.

Although ,

the initial plans for the Tule Lake Project included - fairly extensive industrial program, except for the furniture factory, there
we s rirtuall;~ no development in this direction.
The first C: ief of the Division was • r. Eric E. Eastman, and
his chief assistants in. agriculture were Tar. Clifford Kail am; and
Mr. Créorge- A. Hudson.

Because ~fr. ICçllam was the first of this

"roup to arrive at the Tule Lake Project, and, as a matter of. fact,
the land
started much of the work towards preparing/and planting crop.s,
before. Mr. Eastman* s arrival on the- project, - the latter was some- •
îTTeïier, Hayes to ; lattery, April 16, 1943.
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what reluct a - t to i ipose his authority until he had a couain. bed h' -iself.with the farm and with Mr. IP 11am,

k & Division Chief, it was

Eastman* s function to plan the farm program and organize its varioutechnical aspects with the assistance of his section hea<rs, Mr.
Kallam end Br- Hudson,feedsand it was the duty of the latter to
give direct supervision to the farm and the marketing procedure
in coordination of the plans.

Mr. Sal lam who* considered himself

a practical farmer and had- the practical man's scorn of theory, however, preferred to superintend the farm project by a rule-of-thethu ib net hod.

He -'ould not frjlliagly cooperate with the accounting

and 'technical staff in giving .records of P rm operations, ignored
lines of authority and sometimes made major decisions without informing Mr. Pastern, r nd fre/ uently r ent directly over the latter1 s.
head to Mr. HP yes and to Mr. Shirrell.

Eastman, who was a' rat Per
t
guiet and unaggressive man, never gained full authority over Kallam
i
or received full cooperation from the latter, and a certain amount
of unarticulated hostility existed betweeii them.
The relations between TP.**. kallam and 'Mr. Hudson, -sad of the
Marketing Section, were openly antagonistic and there were fre.uent
instances of conflict between the two men as they accused es,ch other
of delinquency of duty or of encroaching upon areas not within the
other's authority.

/ .farmworker deserial • their relations says,

"Hudson and Kallam are like dog and cat, .They appear to be in bad
terms again.

Kallam -watches HudsoH'feevery move•about the office;

no words are exchanged."!/

In addition to these conflicts of per-

1/ Misatomi Notes, Fov. 17, 1942,
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sonel, the evacuee farm crew was one of the most demoralized work
units on the project which,' in part, they flamed upon Kallam1 s
poor supervision of the farm, end the productivity of the farm was
much below the hopes arid demands of the Regional Office.
In the last week of November, 19''?, Mr. Eastman suddenly cuit
his position, heving been forced to resign.

It was known that'a

heated argument had occurred between Jr. Jastman and Mr. Ahirrell,
and it was rumored that .office politics in which

"r. Ha-es end Mr.

Kallam had a part were instrumental in bringing about the resignation.

In fact, it was said th t Mr. Aallam had been offered the

position of Division Chief, which seems somewhat questionable.!/
No verified accounts vere ever released of the reason for discArr in. Mr. Eastman, but the probable reasois deduced

scraps of

information ana gossip were:
Ar. Eastman had been lie Id responsible for:
1. Severe losses of the far i enterprise at Tule 3> Me.
S. The failure to get wr it ten agreements in the hay deal
of the Liekey brothers, ~ id for the lea spin.: of the
Taylor "warehouse. Such contracts based only on verbal
agreements were declared illegal; and a federal offense
/
3. Otatements to the e v cuee fa-^n *~orkers that the "MA
had not lived up to itr promises to a 3 workers. Z/
It was also said that Mr. .Eastman lied'been dischar ed to mave.
r oom for Mr. Zimmer of the Re ional Office since tl is of "ice was
b'eilg closed

bout t h M

time.

Mr. C. J. Zimmer arrived on the project very shortly after to
assumed contro? of-the Agriculture and Industry Divisions.

Me gave

authority to his position which had been lack in; under Mr. Aa -bman.
An evacuee worker on the Technical Staff observed, "Mr. Ma11am and
Hayes are afraid to protest to any proposition put up by Zimmer.
isatomi Notes, December 1, IMS.
•
2 ' lisato li Not' a, Dec. r, 1042,

- 1/
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} alia: i acts very' timid towards all. actions -of Zimner.

hr. Zimmer

is aware of what went on dn t e past ."1/

This was somewhat in con-

trast to fie he' ryirv'r u^'er Mr. ^astnan.

n&dex Vx. ¡Simmer, the

agricultural division showed an improvement of administrative relation's!
The Co: mam it;, Anterpris eLj.vision_:_

The function of the di-

vision war. to organize and maintain the business enter: rises of the
community.

Since

policy permitted no private businesses on

the project, the alternatives were either that the V AA.A. operate
all businesses under a centralized authority or that the people
operate the community stores as cooperative enterprises.

The

.R.A.

chose in favor of the cooperatives/ but until'the Go-op could he
established at the pro not ion of the people, the stores "?ere established and maintained under trusteeship by the Chief- of the Community :nt r: rises Division of the A.I>,A.

T. c: onl; enterprises open-

ed on the, project'were general merchandise scores * hich distributed
household and'personal commodities necessary for the normal life
of the people.
Mr. Aendall Gmith "ar the first Chief of the Division, and re-;
m i n e d in this office until he was. superseded following the estab%

lirh lent of the Co-op in December 1942..

\mong both t-he evacuees

and the appointed personnel," it was agreed that Mr. Smith was a.
very snrewd

nd clever businesi nan, hut by t.he sane to" en ' e • end-

ed to Incur the suspicion of the people, that he war seeking -r ins
for himself not to the benefit of the community.

His'thinking and

his action, which v.-ere ; uffused. with the sharp- rationality of a
colc-f ooded, competit ive business man, frecuently gave the evacuaes
the impf-ession that he measured- all values in terms of monetary .
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prof it'an-d loss and that he(would not permit'human considerations
to interfere with t ie realization of those values.

hile the evacuees

^•ere never able to rid themselves completely of this suspicion,
there was very little in the sum of ' is activities .to indicate
that Smith made use of his office for personal gains.
At the sa le time, Don glberson, Head of Civic Organizations,
whose main objective on the project was to organize the Consumer
Cooperative, was carrying on r program of e ucation in the Co-op
program arid of its organist ion.

'Tberson, whose economic philo-

sophy differer- fundamentally from that of the individualistic Smith,
wa.s always distrustful of the hatter1 s professed desire to see the
people take over control of the stores. Smith, on " is part, gave
i
.
evidence of suspecting that Hberson, intentionally or unintentionally
'

was promoting a popular distrust of Smith* s administration of the
stores.

Relations between the two men were generally cordial, but

an element .of personal rivalry and of disagreement over the fuhdaientrl tenets of their economic philosophy were frequently evidenced
in the period of reorganization leading to the transfer of the stores
from Mr,. Smith's trusteeship to the consumer cooperative.
If Mr. Emith was one of the most oistrusted members of the

»

appointed personnel in the eyes of the evacuees, Mr. Èlberson was
onê 'of the best liked'»

Elberson belonged to the liberal wing of the

administrative staff, sympathized with the plight of the evacuees,
carried the conviction that responsibility and authority should be
delegated! as much as possible to the evacuees, and had wider contacts
among the evacuee population possibly more than any other members at
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His position es promoter of e. Co-op pro-

gram that would lead to evacuee control of the much-criticized community enterprises gave him an initial advantage in gaining
the confidence of the people.

dually important, lis approach of

iving full recognition to evacuee leadership and of allowing time
for discussion among the evacuees of the desirehi" ity of the Co-op
program stio^ch a responsive cord in the evacuees.
The ¿deployment and Housing Division: All employment and housing
* .
"
f
on the project were controlled within this division. Chief of the
division

was Mr. .^rank C. Smith "ho was regarded by both the evacu-

es and the appol ted personnel as a likeable, easy-goim; personality
capable of carrying out the routing functions of his division but
somewhat limited in ingenuity and leadership.

His relations with

the'evacuees were generally characterized by hearty greetings' and
ftiendly smiles designed to put the other at his ease, but the
i

evacuees were inclined to regard him as "all right" but somehWat
superficial.
Head of the Placement Section which served as the employment
office of the community was ?Tr. Prank Pagan, ' a bachelor in his middle
age, e big man physically who likewise was considered "all right"
but "with not much on the ball."

There were frequent complaints

that the procedures and records of his office : rere Inefficiently
maintained, a critic i-' m that -rose whenever there were complaints
about the number of work hours accredited a worker.
•

*

The H o m ing Section, under Mr. Friedman, carried out all transactions -it'- respect to the. assignment and transfer of hou'sing.

Both.

he and '>.is wife, who headed for a time the office services section,
were somewhat set apart because of their Jewish parentage and their
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personal shortcomings which came under, criticism were often attributed to their Jewish background.
The Occupational Coding and Records,Section maintained the
personal records of all evacuee residents which had been acquired
through the taking of a series of census and of the compilation of
data from the housing and placement sections. -As a record office,
it had relatively/ limited relation! to the activities of the project
except insofar as it provided basic personal 'data-at the request of
any administrative department -hich re nested such information.
The division was completed with the establishment of the Leaves
Section in November 1942 when the ":r.k.A. definitely launched upon
its policy of relocation for all evacuees.

!r. Loren 3. "uycke, who

had met ' ith but limited success in previous administrative positions at the Tulfcare Assembly Center and the Minidoka Relocation
Center, headed the section and came under repeated criticism from
the evacuees as he was accused of obstructionism in the„processing"
of leaves papers and of inefficiency in delivering to the Washington
office the applications for leave which

1

ere iade.

There were seve*

al instances of complaint that applications for leave clearance
were found not to have been sent several weeks after the papers had
been submitted.

Liberal members of the administrative staff also

accused' rr. and Mrs. Huycke of bigotry in their attitude^ towards
the evacuee,".
Project Reports Division;

Project Reports was- not considered

strictly speaking a division, but rather an office.

However, the

eports Officer was directly responsible to the project Director.
The office sferved a varied function which included: public relations
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in the communities adjacent to the project; supervision and editorial'
direction'over the project newspaper particularly in the com innication of W.R.A. bulletins to the community;, the preparation of reports•'

on project activities acting for the pro - ect director; and -compilation of historical and documentary material relating to the project.1/
The first project paper called Informs- tion bulletin was published midnr the direction of Mot-ton Gabs, who very shortly left for the
O-ila hiver Project.

Supervision of the project newspaper, by then
/

called the Tulean Dispatch, 7-as then given to Foster Goss who wa-s
transfered. in July 1942 to Manzanar.

^

His successor, John Douglas^ .

Cook, remained to' supervise the Heports Office throughout tr e remsinder of the year.

Mr. Cook had long experience as a newspaperman

ten years of which were spent in Europe,as a draiha, music and art
critic in
7

ris, and as a political correspondent to the Lea ue of

'-mirns^and in trance,

:i

or a t 1 re he worked in. "'oily rood as a script

• •••it'-r ?or r--diQ gro.r- o ;s programs and for motion pictu: es, ~nd then
accepted an essoeiate editorship of a a.mil'magazine in San Francisco.
; e enjoyed xargaline' work

rentlyy but '"hen this puMicatiom suspender!

operations^ he accepted work as a civilian^ employee of the transportation division at ?ort Iiason- in San Tinncisoo,

He found the

r

ork

unattractive, and geadily accepted the position at nile Lake • hen.
the offer was made.
For a newspaper—man of long experience, " Lr. Goo" showed rather'
li ilted ability both as a. writer and analyst, but as Billigraeier
remarks, "J". X). Cook ' as performed these functions without any not-- able success and yet not * 1th. -any outstanding *ailure."2/

'oth

" 7' ' T^'k^oject Instruction Fo..,89, p. 4.,
2/ Billigmeier, Reports and Information Division,_jp. 5. ,
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Tr/ Shirr ell and Vx. Cove: ley had no

T

re-t eon -idence in Jr. Cook,

5id Mr. Cook on his pa-t. expressed dissatisfaction of his relations
with hoth directors.

He joined with PP'Brien and Peck

in their

criticisms of the policy of leniency as nracticed by ohirrell and
Jacoby, but he also cowplf ined of ?ir. Cover ley1 s unwillin- ness to
divulse information ta him'.- Me*; Cook sought the friendship of a
£ew n^cuees" whom he liked, but, be was vaccilating in his attitudes
toward them as he was in most matters.
Host of

7T

r. Cookfes problems were the results of a personal

maladjustment.

Despite his aspirations as a writer,;he lac" ed the
the '
.

facility in writing as ^ell' s s7imag5n_ative conception for success
in his field,-and one suspects that his ^c'-ground as a newag-perir

man -as actually not -s imposing .as he reported it to

is c - ere

complained
s a m e l e t t e r f i v e t i m e s , an u n u s u a l b e h a v i o r

in a p r o f e s s i o n a l writer!

H e - w a s e x t r e m e l y s e n s i t i y e to' slights, f r o m o t h e r s ,
underlying, h i s •'roa~opolitan

a

-

• ggg

-

?

~ —

had

prejudices

- ovnrw-nui-u:

"an

a u c c e r s n t. h is position..
H e :"re uertl; • erpresred. lor a], /i-or s f o r
Ma.flri>e
6 m w h o m he w a s s e p a r a t e d .
X
:;1

he O f f i c e of t h e P r o j e c t

*f, n] e

riou.;- cognitt-

any e w c u e e s requesting
"V'le -"or t h . " " irp

C

ttoicnev r

•;1he P r o j e c t

- - d ^ir.titnlw 01«- m

s u c h advic x e or s e r v i c e .

f the

t : - nreject.'
H e w a s a l s o respoiS^

-e - t t o ^ n eyr a s s i g n e d

> :;iir;:t of the P r o ; ec.t A t t o r n e y s w s s

ittorne- wa ~ •

to h' r

office

¡Robert T h r o c k m o r t o n w h o '

--- on : ergo^'-ibilit-r -hj • e -al work in both -'-g:, grg -

• r

Pan.za.aar Projects.
-q • Rpb^^t Throclcnorfon remained .at Tule Lake as a part-time
Project- Attoreny until January, 1945, -hen. he received a defJL-

30.

nite- -full time appointment
the attorney for the M&nzariar
project; Tie is e mild mannered>and ' unobstfus"^e young men,
who-e p3rsone. 1 ity .id :otivitiy hare form a rent contrast to
that of Anthony "O'Brien' wh© succeeded him.' The routine work hi
of the division was ; done by the evacuee la ger-, rT1c - Ye. o and
the other members of the staff. "nebifose ho - a r gone so'much
of • the time, Throck nor tor could only supervise their activity
periodically, In. the meantime they Were left pretty much on
their own responsibility. In general, t' e relatiors "eh. men
the staff and Throckmorton were good, ""ad he tried »to ag'ose
very close -supervision there might have been some difficulty
with Henry Takeda and niter Tsukanioto, both of whom'have more
legal experience than Bob Throe' ..-.orton'and ••' upcrsbundc ace of
self assurance. Throckmorton who is oni2>- twenty-seven years*
old is only slightly younger then Tekeda.Jbut over <- decade 'mhe
iunior of Tsukamoto........
Dr. Jacoby, Don Elb a r s o n M r . Fleming, et.;al.,
garnea
T
gocuggn ' c:. aul " M e of the read' sort oh fell' He ~
is not as' liberal in his tb.inkin;r as some of, them rre nor yet
is he especially song i r w tive. Ti e - m e applied to hie opinions of the affairs of fie project'. These things bee- ne e^i' dent in the occasional evenings these individuals ' spent with
the Throckmortans'. They feel teat Tnroahmarton deserve, a
greet deal of respect. That conviction he.-, grown boundlessly;
since "the experience of these men with hnthony O'Drien. As
J c o" y expressed it., "lob Throckmorton is the sort of person
who gathers facts before he makes a decision and used the facts
to guide him. 0'Br ien iak.es a decision Based wholly on emotion"
-end then seeks' evidence to substantiate him." 1/
rl

.anthony "O'Drien * ho succeeded Throcumorton in January 114"
was a lawyer from I Tad is dn, ..'is con sin, near forty years of
• '.

e,

According.to his testimony he has,been a teacher," a prin- . ;
cipal, t reveling lusician e s well, as le'yer. He spent a gear
as high school principal in a small Michigan, town where the
g
HIu Hlux Elan had a strong influence. At the same time his
brother was sup a r I it end en t of -'he tov •>•' s school system, • The
0' 1 r i - ' b - • o t hers, be inn devout Tr;if h Catholic'^, had a hard
time a iduring-, 't'e anti-Cetsholic feeling; in the community.
Due despite the antagonism they faced the two O'Briens finshe:". the school'year, > ccording to the tale. Anthony C'"lrien
Iso spent several years uith e vaudeville show as • misicxan. 1/.
0' :rien. " id * orked in .at least four -different project's, "nr.

prior to : is duties, at Tule Lake bad he en at the ?iiiiiHoka Project
where he 'ad developed a strong admiration for the Project Director,
Hr. Stafford.

Stafford, BI3rien claimed," had taken a strong grip

Y7^3TlTIgmeier,. "Office of the Project Attorney", p. 4--' .
. J
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on the community and asserted his dominance fro/. the first day,
of
made no promises except/to giy-e liaimum subsistence ree uinerlents,
and thus

v intained the most successful of the ten

'. ¿.A. centers.

Although O'Brien was not acquainted with Shirrell, having arrived
at

rn

ule Leke after Shirr ell's deperire, he contBBded that Shirrell' :

policy of lex.discipline

spoiled f e Tuie La":e Bro-jaet,

Speak-

ing of the registration difficulties at Tuie Lake, O'Brien remarked,
"""9 lost the re,; istration • hen we lost/ the first strips at Tuie Lake,"
and "the project administration, has never run Tuie Lake.."!/

0'Br less

position with regard to the evacuees was- - some", hat ambiguous en 3.
, - • According to O'Brien in every project the "Community e'er'
vices -and Community Enterprises Division are do mini tec hy "peojle
who think the evacuees can do no wrong." They are over in-'Ul:ent and do the evacuees far more harm than good. At Tuie Lake '
there are the teachers and the "socio!o ists", i.e., Abereon,
cony, et. al. Oddly enoumh, O'Brien has on several occasions
classified himsèlf as a "sociolo;; ist" though not an indulgent
one. By that.he means that he is not a "Jap hater" as are
some people on the staff, but is interested in the welfare of ^ •
the Ja a n c e . He is sincere * hen he makes such an assertion, b
but it is hard to square it with his conduct on the project
and • ith the statements he ^ lakes i;n ti e presence of others.
Yet Oh ooby, "'-o is certainly emln^ntàjjr just, and Carter will
" iPl - - at tin t O'Prien is, in r peculiar fashion, interested^
in the -welfare of the. evacuees. 0 Brien is especially fond
of Carter who loses no opportunity to take issuer-it>h him on
any point and defends Jacoby's policies without reservation. .
Tie' as also ex messed his 'dmirati m of "Is -in' . The point is
that 0r'Brien is highly emotional and unsta/ le In his attitude.2/
s

O'Brien resi ned from the Project and the Y3.A. on ' ay 29 / 1945
-/hen he was advised by his doctor that the high altitude of Tuie
Lake and his incessant drinking under the strain of his work were
'decidedly harmful to him.

Kent Silverthorne became the'Project At-

torney, and according to Billl meier, "The ' sociologists' " 'ere considerably relieved by O'Brien's departure."^ They look upon Kent Siivert horn e • s a • welcome chan ;e to his / redecessor."S/
T r 'T"Td
a. 3.
27 r i d ;r p. 9.
'
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